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0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
0.1

Introduction
This purpose of this study was to assess the potential implications for radio
spectrum of growing demand for machine to machine (M2M) applications over the
next decade. The work was carried out by Aegis Systems Ltd and Machina
Research and covers 149 distinct M2M applications across 12 market sectors. The
analysis identifies key attributes that impact on radio spectrum, groups together
applications with similar spectrum attributes and projects future traffic demand for
each of the identified groupings.

0.2

M2M applications and market sectors
M2M refers to the automated transmission of data between mechanical or electronic
devices and is one of the fastest growing sectors of the wireless market. The market
comprises twelve distinct segments, each of which includes a number of specific
M2M applications.
Figure 0-1: M2M Market Sectors (source: Machina Research)

For each application, Machina Research has generated market forecasts based on
various demographic, socio-economic, regulatory and sector-specific indicators
along with inputs from industry stakeholders. The largest sectors (by projected
volume in 2022) are intelligent buildings, utilities and automotive, which account for
over 80% of the total market volume. The three biggest applications (HVAC
controls, smart electricity meters and residential alarms) account for a third of the
total market volume.
In our analysis, we considered four specific market development scenarios to
generate a range of projected values, in addition to our base case which we believe
represents the most likely scenario. The scenarios were chosen to highlight the
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impact of potential demand variation or supply constraints on the projected volumes
for each application. For example, for some applications that are subject to
regulatory pressure (such as smart meters), demand is unlikely to exceed
significantly the base case but could fall significantly short if there is public
resistance to their deployment (e.g. due to privacy concerns). In other cases (such
as manufacturing) there is considerable scope for additional demand if more of the
potential user base is persuaded of the benefits of M2M adoption, or if new M2M
service providers enter the market.
Supply constraints could arise due to delays in the availability of M2M optimised 4G
mobile devices or the early closure of the 2G (GPRS) networks on which many M2M
devices currently depend. However in most cases this has less of an impact than
demand variation as if demand is strong enough alternative solutions will be found.
An exception is the case of wideband CCTV systems, where availability of wireless
broadband connectivity could be a limiting factor in some locations.
The impact of the scenarios on various specific M2M applications is illustrated
below.
Figure 0-2: Variation from base case forecast, twelve example applications

Traffic management>Parking space mgmt
Traffic management>Traffic lights
Land Agriculture>Livestock Management
Assisted living>People Tracking Devices
Manufacturing/processing>Monitoring and control
Environment and public safety>Street lighting
Traffic management>In-vehicle congestion/toll devices
White goods>Fridges & Freezers
Automotive>Insurance
Automotive>Vehicle platform
Smart metering>Electricity
Building automation>HVAC - Residential
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M2M application characteristics
Currently most M2M applications use public cellular networks or short range, licence
exempt technology, depending on whether local or wide area operation is required.
Many applications may use either approach - for example, in an urban setting it may
be possible to provide wide area connectivity using a dense network of Wi-Fi access
points as an alternative to cellular. Applications operating in very remote locations
may need to use satellite communication
Some users (e.g. public safety or utilities) may have mission critical M2M
applications. Historically they have often preferred to use their own networks to
ensure a high quality of service (QoS) but technological advances may in the future
provide alternative solutions such as prioritised access to public networks or use of
shared radio spectrum. Nevertheless it is helpful to differentiate between these
applications and those that can effectively use an “off the shelf” wireless solution.
The majority of M2M applications are narrow band (often 16 kbps or less) and can
operate over older second generation mobile networks or use low cost narrow band
short range devices. A number of new M2M oriented technologies are also
emerging, typically geared towards narrower band applications with potentially large
volumes of data transactions and a need to minimise power consumption in order to
preserve battery life.
To enable us to group applications on the basis of how they might use spectrum in
the future, we identified range, bandwidth and QoS as three key differentiators, each
of which has a number of associated application characteristics that can be used as
pointers to a particular grouping. The characteristics identified were:


Range: location (e.g. indoor, outdoor), coverage, distribution, degree of
mobility: stationary, nomadic or continuously moving.



Bandwidth: bit rate, data volume, transmission duty cycle, software update
requirements



QoS: security, criticality, sensitivity to delay or error.

In addition a number of secondary characteristics were identified which might
influence the choice of technology or frequency band. These include the Extent of
deployment internationally, application lifecycle, power requirements, accessibility,
size and cost.

2606/OM2M/FR/V2
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M2M Technologies and Frequency Bands
A range of technologies and frequency bands currently support M2M
communications, depending on the nature of the application and user preference.
M2M technology falls into two broad categories, namely short range and wide area.
Some applications may involve more than one technology. Many technologies are
already widely available, whereas others are relative newcomers or still under
development. The specific M2M technologies we have identified are summarised
below and described in detail in the main report:
Local area technologies include Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, ZigBee and generic short range
device (SRD) standards. There are also application specific standards, e.g. for
alarms, medical devices, RFID, telemetry and transport and traffic telematics.
Wide area technologies include 2G cellular (GPRS), 3G (UMTS / HSPA) and 4G
(LTE), Current cellular networks require the use of a SIM card which may be an
issue for some users who do not wish to be locked in to using a specific network
operator. This can be overcome by using a roaming SIM registered with a non-UK
network (a number of UK based providers offer these) and trials are currently
underway of a remotely reconfigurable SIM with the facility to acquire network
operator credentials over the air, allowing the user to change operator at will.
CDMA is also being promoted internationally for M2M but in Europe such
deployment is currently limited to the Netherlands. Deployment in the UK would
require reconfiguring of the 450 MHz frequency band to align with continental
Europe and would be unlikely to be attractive for consumer M2M applications (which
favour established cellular networks with an extensive international footprint) but
could prove attractive for the utilities, which have a particular requirement for
resilient wide area communications to support their smart grid networks.
There are also a number of dedicated technologies aimed at the smart meter market
and more recently two more generic M2M standards have been promoted, namely
Weightless and Sigfox. Weightless is an open standard using frequency hopping
spread spectrum technology (similar to Bluetooth) whilst Sigfox uses ultra-narrow
band technology to deliver bit rates up to 100 bps. Both technologies claim to
provide wide area cellular-type coverage with minimal device power consumption,
enabling battery life of 10 years or more and to be capable of operating in either
licensed or licence exempt spectrum.

0.5

Grouping applications by preferred approach to spectrum use
We have defined a set of eight application groupings, based on range, bandwidth
and QoS but reflecting the predominantly narrow band nature of most M2M
applications. The groupings are shown below along with examples of typical
applications in each case.

4
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Figure 0-3: M2M application groupings

Note that some applications fall into both local area and wide area groupings. This
is because they can be served by different means depending on the circumstances
– for example in an urban setting a local area technology like Wi-Fi may be used but
elsewhere a wide area cellular network may be required.
We have modelled the projected volumes of traffic across the eight groupings, using
the market projections generated by Machina. Three approaches have been taken
to generate a range of estimated values, i.e. maximum, minimum and base case.
These use projections based on the corresponding market growth scenario but also
apply different assumptions about how traffic is distributed between groupings when
an application fits into more than one (because it may use either local or wide area
technology). In the minimum case, the traffic in each grouping is limited to those
applications that only fit into a single grouping, whereas in the maximum case where
an application fits into more than one grouping, all of the traffic associated with that
application is allocated in full to each of the relevant groupings. In the base case
the traffic is assumed to be split between groupings where more than one is
applicable.
The figures below show the distribution of projected numbers of connections, data
transactions and the volume of data generated across the eight groupings.

2606/OM2M/FR/V2
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Figure 0-4 Distribution of Connections by grouping

Figure 0-5 Distribution of Transactions by grouping

Figure 0-6 Distribution of Data volumes by grouping

It can be seen that a sizeable proportion of the narrow band connections fall into the
medium quality of service category. This is largely a reflection of the M2M market
itself, which is largely accounted for by applications in sectors such as automotive,
manufacturing, smart metering and building automation, which whilst not being
mission critical in the life or death terms nevertheless may have significant financial
or public policy implications should they not work in the required way

6
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Dominant applications in terms of traffic volume
The figure below shows the largest individual applications in terms of the volume of
data transactions likely to be generated per day, along with the corresponding
grouping(s). It can be seen that the largest applications are residential intelligent
building systems (HVAC, alarms and controlled devices) and utility smart meters.
Electricity meters require a wide area connection (because they cannot rely on the
premises electricity supply), whereas the other applications are capable of using
local area connectivity. Automotive applications (for which wide area connectivity is
essential) also account for a significant volume of transactions.
Figure 0-7: Dominant applications in terms of number of daily data
transactions

It is interesting to note that a large majority of applications are uplink dominated and
in many cases significantly so, with 90% or more of the traffic flowing in the uplink
direction. This is in direct contrast to most cellular network data traffic, which is
typically 90% downlink traffic.

0.7

Implications for radio spectrum of M2M market and technology
evolution
The volume of data generated by M2M applications is relatively small compared to
the wider mobile data market – our estimates for 2022 lie in the range 20 to 65
petabytes per year which is likely to be less than one per cent of total cellular data
traffic (and not all of this M2M data will be carried over cellular networks). However
the number of connections are likely to exceed the number of other connected
mobile data devices (our projections indicate between 170 and 530 million), and the
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number of data transactions generated is expected to be in excess of a billion per
day.
If M2M applications continue to rely heavily on existing 2G or 3G cellular technology
such transaction volumes could be problematic as these networks are not well
suited to carrying large volumes of small data transactions, Because each
transaction can take a second or more to initiate and terminate, far more network
resources are consumed then would be implied by the amount of data transmitted,
ultimately leading to a need for either more infrastructure or more spectrum. This
problem will be largely alleviated when low cost LTE M2M technology becomes
widely available, but this is not expected to happen until 2017 and migration of
legacy 2G / 3G devices is likely to take several more years. This long term reliance
on GPRS in particular may constrain opportunities for reframing in some bands
Dedicated low power technologies such as Weightless or Sigfox that are optimised
for carrying low data rates with high transaction volumes offer a potentially attractive
alternative to cellular providing suitable spectrum can be found. Given that most
M2M applications fall into the medium quality of service category and that such low
power wide area technologies inherently require a relatively low noise, low
interference environment to work optimally, they are unlikely to coexist well in
licence exempt bands unless there are specific measures to limit the potential for
interference from other systems operating in the same band. These could take the
form of duty cycle restrictions and “politeness” protocols like listen-before talk and
adaptive frequency agility.
The recent European initiative to open up the 870 – 875.6 MHz band for potential
wide area use, either on a licence exempt or licensed basis, is likely to be attractive
for deployment of such systems. Other bands that may be of interest to these
technologies or to support specific large scale M2M requirements such as utility
smart grids include 169 MHz, 450-470 MHz (subject to band re-planning), the TV
“white space” frequencies and in the future the duplex gap between the base station
1

and mobile transmit sub-bands in the proposed 700 MHz cellular band .
In our view the growing demand for M2M communication is unlikely to have a
significant impact on existing licence exempt bands, because of the relatively low
duty cycles and data volumes generated and the prevalence of indoor deployments
where there is substantial radio screening. One possible exception to this is large
alarm systems, however this is already being addressed within CEPT by the likely
allocation of further spectrum around 876 and 915 MHz to support low duty cycle,
low latency systems like alarms.
Although the focus of this study was on implications for radio spectrum, a number of
other potential issues were identified which may merit further investigation in future
studies. These included:

1

Sometimes referred to as the “second digital dividend” - note however that various other proposals for

use of this spectrum are currently under consideration.
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Seamless access by M2M devices to home gateways



Data protection concerns, e.g. in relation to smart metering or usage based
insurance.



Availability of IP addresses and PSTN numbers

Conclusions
Our analysis has shown that M2M applications can be segmented both
conventionally (in terms of market sectors) and in terms of their spectrum related
characteristics (notably range, bandwidth and required quality of service). We have
identified eight specific groupings that can be used for the latter, as illustrated in
Figure 5-3Figure 5-3. A sizeable majority of projected M2M traffic is projected to fall
within two of these groupings, representing narrow band, medium quality of service
applications that require access to either local area (group 3) or wide area (group 4)
connectivity.
In terms of projected future spectrum demand, we would expect existing and
planned future spectrum allocations for cellular networks and licence exempt short
range devices to continue to play a significant role in meeting M2M needs. In this
context, the timely availability of low cost, M2M-oriented 4G mobile (LTE) devices
will be important as the projected high volume of transactions and associated
transmission overheads may make longer term reliance on existing 2G (GPRS)
networks unsustainable.
New types of dedicated wide area M2M networks could also play a material role
complementing and, in some instances, competing with established cellular and
licence exempt SRD solutions. We have assumed that the recently identified licence
exempt bands at 870 – 876 MHz and 915 – 921 MHz will be fully implemented by
regulators and widely adopted by device vendors. The lower band could be used
for deployment of dedicated wide area M2M networks, e.g. using wireless mesh
technology or one of the emerging low power wide area technologies such as
Weightless or Sigfox. There may also be scope for deployment of a dedicated
network to meet the particular needs of the utilities in the 450-470 MHz, but this
would require prior re-planning of the band.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This report describes the findings of a study to assess the potential spectrum
demand for machine to machine (M2M) applications over the next decade, carried
out for Ofcom by Aegis Systems Ltd and Machina Research. M2M is one of the
fastest growing sectors of the wireless communications market, with over three
hundred million connected devices anticipated in the UK by 2022. In this report, we
describe the makeup of the M2M market, identify the full range of M2M applications
and technologies, then proceed to group these applications on the basis of their
anticipated needs for radio spectrum access.
The grouping takes account of transmission range, bandwidth and quantity of
service, enabling us to define eight specific categories of M2M use each of which
has its own particular requirements, e.g. in terms of licensed or licence-exempt
spectrum, or the use of particular frequency bands or protocols. We have analysed
the projected M2M traffic in each of the groupings and the potential implications for
radio spectrum over the next decade. Our findings indicate that the current existing
and planned spectrum allocations for cellular networks and licence-exempt short
range devices should be sufficient to meet the needs of the growing M2M market,
so long as there is a timely availability of low cost M2M oriented 4G mobile
technology (LTE). Dedicated M2M technologies may also have a role to play,
particularly for more critical applications such as utility smart grids or applications
that require very low device power consumption.
The remainder of this document is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the M2M market and describes the key market
sectors and applications that fall within the study scope. A set of market
development scenarios based on varying assumptions about market demand and
supply of transmission capacity are also presented
Chapter 3 identifies the key characteristics that influence how particular M2M
applications are likely to use radio spectrum.
Chapter 4 describes the main wireless technologies and frequency bands likely to
be used by M2M applications over the next decade.
Chapter 5 describes our approach to grouping the M2M applications in relation to
their anticipated use of spectrum, taking account of range, bandwidth and quality of
service.
Chapter 6 presents our analysis of the traffic distribution across the eight groupings
and the potential implications for radio spectrum
Chapter 7 presents our overall conclusions from the study.

10
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2 M2M APPLICATIONS AND MARKET SECTORS
2.1

Introduction
Machine to Machine (M2M) applications represent one of the fastest growing
sectors of the wireless communications market, covering a wide range of
applications, technologies and frequency bands. The M2M market covers three
broad application areas, namely intelligent environment, intelligent living and
intelligent enterprise, which can be further sub-divided into twelve distinct market
segments, as illustrated below. Each of these sectors may include a number of
wireless M2M applications with distinct technical or operational characteristics that
have particular implications for radio spectrum. One of the purposes of this study is
to identify applications across all of these sectors that have similar characteristics in
terms of their potential impact on future demand for radio spectrum.
Figure 2-1: M2M Market Sectors (source: Machina Research)

2.2

Scope of the Study
The term M2M essentially refers to the automated transmission of data between
mechanical or electronic devices, however the precise scope of the term can vary
considerably depending on the assumed degree of human interaction with the
devices. For example, some definitions may include the transmission of video or
audio data to consumer devices such as projectors or televisions, whereas others
specifically exclude applications where the transmitted content is initiated or
received by a human operator.
One of the purposes of the present study is to consider the impact of M2M
applications on future spectrum demand, as distinct from other wireless data
applications. It is therefore important to ensure that the M2M definition adopted
does not unduly overlap with other sectors of the mobile data market, to avoid
double counting and thus overestimating the potential impact. Hence for the
purposes of this study we have excluded applications involving the connection of
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consumer audio-visual or networking equipment, where the spectrum implications of
traffic growth has already been addressed in other studies.
A total of 149 applications across the thirteen sectors have been included in our
analysis; a full list is provided in the Annex to this report.

2.3

M2M market forecast assumptions
For each of the 149 M2M applications we have considered, Machina Research has
established a specific in-house methodology for forecasting adoption over time.
These are based on inputs such as demographics (e.g. population, number of
households), socio-economic factors (e.g. disposable income), sector-specific
indicators (e.g. road vehicles in use), regulation (e.g. the UK Government smart
meter requirements), adoption levels to date (where information is available), and
sundry other inputs from stakeholders in the industry such as service providers,
device manufacturers and companies active in the vertical sectors under
consideration.
In the following sections we describe the key assumptions affecting the likely
evolution of the major application groups over the next decade and the M2M market
overall:

2.3.1

Automotive
The automotive M2M sector comprises two main elements, namely factory-fitted
“Vehicle Platforms” which support multiple applications, and aftermarket devices
typically designed for a single function such as stolen vehicle recovery or usage
based telematics. This sector is growing very fast and our assumptions here about
growth trajectory will significantly affect the size of the overall M2M market in 2022.


Vehicle Platforms – Embedding connectivity in vehicles is becoming
increasing common, with many OEMs, including GM and BMW, effectively
committing to connect all new vehicle models within the next few years. As
such the penetration of Vehicle Platforms will be determined by the
replacement rate of vehicles. By 2022 we anticipate that 80% or more of
new vehicles will be connected with factory-fitted embedded connectivity.
That equates to 41% of all vehicles on the road in 2022. These devices
support multiple applications through a single connection including the likes
of remote diagnostics, navigation and entertainment. The automotive
manufacturers also benefit from this connectivity as it allows them to
monitor remotely for faults and gather performance data.



After-market devices – These come in many different types, including
usage-based insurance, stolen vehicle recovery and navigation. Adoption
may be inhibited by the growth of factory-fitted Vehicle Platforms as the
need for aftermarket devices supporting the same applications would be
reduced. One major category of device here is usage-based insurance,

12
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which is seeing rapid growth in the UK. We anticipate that this will
increasingly become the norm for car insurance.
It should be noted that one of the major categories of device is “Emergency/eCall”.
The UK is currently not planning on implementing the European eCall system.
However, there are a number of other non-regulated options such as OBD2 userinstalled equivalents.
2.3.2

Utilities (electricity, gas, water)
One of the single biggest applications is smart metering. The growth here is driven
by the Department of Environment & Climate Change (DECC) smart meter roll-out
requirements, the contract for which was allocated in September 2013. Deployment
is anticipated to connect 53 million meters by 2020.
It should be noted that this is not the entire extent of smart meter deployments, as
many commercial deployments are separate, and smart water metering is not
covered by the current regulation, but is likely to occur sometime in the future.

2.3.3

Intelligent buildings and consumer electronics
The Intelligent Buildings category is substantially the largest in the analysis. It
comprises four main application groups:


Heating, Ventilation & Air Conditioning (HVAC) – Managing the activity of
heating, air conditioning etc. is a good way to control power usage and thus
cost.



Alarms – Connected alarms systems are becoming increasingly popular,
due to the increased functionality compared with non-connected systems.



‘Controlled devices’ – Lighting and other home automation.



CCTV – Video cameras, also typically for security purposes.

Commercial premises and homes already make substantial use of alarms, but this is
set to increase in the domestic setting due to lower prices and increasing packaging
up of home automation systems including security. AT&T’s Digital Life and Lowe’s
Iris system are both starting to gain adoption in the US, and we anticipate that a
similar model will grow in popularity in the UK. Business and residential users are
also increasingly interested in reducing energy use, which can be achieved in part
through building automation.
The large volume of devices in the Intelligent Buildings sector (see Figure *** for
details) is a function of the fact that home automation systems typically require
dozens of sensors and actuators per building.
The main categories of Consumer Electronics devices featured in the analysis are
also connected for the purposes of energy savings. Refrigerators, freezers,
dishwashers and washing machines are all, predominantly, connected for the
purpose of shifting energy usage to off-peak times, and thus load balancing
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consumption and reduce energy costs for the user. Increasing numbers of device
manufacturers are including some form of connectivity within these devices.
2.3.4

Retail, manufacturing, and remote asset management
Some of the first M2M applications were associated with enterprise processes such
as retail, fleet management, manufacturing and remote asset management. There
has long been a substantial demonstrable economic benefit associated with the
tracking of goods in the supply chain or monitoring the location and performance of
heavy industrial equipment. M2M is increasingly being used for a diverse range of
processes that are more and more intrinsic to the business process:


Reduce costs. Numerous industrial processes can be streamlined with
M2M, including optimising delivery schedules, or simply automating factory
processes. A good example would be vending machines, where monitoring
can allow for substantially more efficient re-stocking.



2

Servitisation . There are numerous examples of firms using M2M to switch
business models from selling a device, to providing an ongoing service.
Remote monitoring of the equipment, which resides on the customer
premises, is an implicit part of this process. An extreme example would be
aircraft engines, which are no longer sold to airlines but leased to them on a
pay-per-mile system.



Comply with regulations. A range of industrial processes are now subject
to regulation that implicitly or explicitly requires connectivity. This ranges
from cold chain distribution to lone worker safety.



Monitoring for maintenance and compliance with warranty. The
industrial sector can make use of the ability to monitor devices to
understand what the maintenance requirements might be.

These types of benefits naturally drive assorted industries to adopt machine-tomachine solutions.
2.3.5

Healthcare
The healthcare sector can be considered as a spectrum of requirements from
consumer-oriented ‘worried well’ applications such as a running tracker device,
through to complex hospital equipment. The drivers of the former are simple:
consumer desire to get (and stay) healthy. For the latter, however, there is a
significant public policy objective associated with adoption. The UK’s aging
population, and pressure on resources, means that there is a need to support
people in their homes for longer, and find cheaper methods of providing long-term
healthcare. Connected solutions, such as connected medication dispensers or
diabetes monitoring equipment can improve care and reduce costs. For this reason

2
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we anticipate a significant increase in the use of remote monitoring (i.e. M2M)
solutions in the healthcare sector over the next 10 years.
2.3.6

Smart cities
‘Smart Cities & Public Transport’ is another sector where a key driver is costreduction. There is an increasing awareness amongst municipal bodies that
technology solutions can be used as a low-cost way of resolving some ongoing
challenges. This includes the likes of connecting buses, trains and public transport
infrastructure, as well as parking spaces, to provide better information on
transportation options and thus reduce congestion in a city.
Connecting street lights can also be a way to cut electricity usage, while connecting
public rubbish bins can streamline refuse collection by ensuring that collection
timing is optimised for when the bins are full. Big Belly Solar, for instance, has
connected bins in Bath, Cambridge, Dundee and York, amongst other places.
So far, deployments of Smart City solutions in the UK are limited, but globally there
have been a number of successful implementations and we would expect the UK to
adopt more and more of these schemes.

2.4

M2M market projections
The Machina Research database includes market forecasts for all of the 149
applications within the study scope, in terms of the projected number of connected
devices over a 10 year period. Machina projects that these applications will account
for 369 million M2M connections in the UK by 2022. These are spread across the 13
sectors as follows:
Figure 2-2: Projected market size by sector in 2022 (source: Machina
Research)

The largest specific applications in these terms, based on 2022 projections, are
smart metering, building automation and automotive applications. The top 20
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applications, in terms of numbers of connections, are shown in the following chart
(note the colours indicate the relevant sector, based on Figure 2-2 above):
Figure 2-3: The Top 20 M2M applications in the UK by connections, 2022
(source: Machina Research)

It can be seen that intelligent buildings, utilities (smart meters) and automotive
applications dominate the higher rankings. Although all sectors show strong growth
over the decade, mostly from very low base, there are differences – for example the
utility sector shows growth levelling off towards the end of the period as smart
meters reach saturation, whereas most other sectors are likely to be still growing
strongly in 2022.

16
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Figure 2-4: Projected growth trends by sector, 2012-2022 (based on Machina
projections)

2.5

M2M market development scenarios

2.5.1

Introduction
This section considers a number of hypothetical market development scenarios that
allow us to present potential development paths for M2M, in particular examining
substitute technologies and price/volume elasticity of the different technologies.
This is critical for how M2M will evolve and the consequent spectrum requirements,
particularly for those applications for which there is currently no clear preference in
terms of the optimal spectrum use option.

2.5.2

Approach to Market Development Scenarios
Machina Research has developed four market development scenarios, specifically
modelling variations from the base case determined by two sets of variables,
namely supply side capacity and demand side need. For each of those two
variables we have estimated the potential up-side and down-side for each
application, in terms of number of connected devices. This does not necessarily
represent the ultimate extremes of potential adoption for each application, but we
believe does provide realistic high-end and low-end scenarios for both demand and
supply.
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Definitions of variable scenarios (demand)
Higher demand
Increased demand for particular applications could arise from a number of factors.
For example there could be a strong public policy push on certain applications or an
application could conceivably be subject to government intervention which would
encourage its earlier or more widespread adoption. Examples of where this could
be the case include water metering, eCall and healthcare applications.
Increasing demand from enterprises for machine data based on additional perceived
benefit for business processes could also be a significant driver. For example
additional uses may be found for some of the data generated by certain applications
and there could be a potential uplift in numbers of connections as a result.

2.5.3.2

Lower demand
Lower demand for M2M could result from factors such as privacy fears – this could
depress the market for applications which users feel may compromise their privacy
or security, such as smart meters or usage-based insurance.

2.5.4
2.5.4.1

Definitions of variable scenarios (supply)
Higher supply
Higher supply is largely a factor of available technologies in the market. For
example, the future deployment of multiple national low power wide area (LPWA)
networks could stimulate untapped potential growth for some applications. In some
cases these new technologies may substitute for existing ones (such as GPRS)
whereas in others they create new opportunities to expand the market. In this
scenario we are looking for the latter. Retention of 2G cellular networks in
perpetuity (or close to) may also be beneficial for some applications and lead to
greater growth, whilst near-universal deployment of LTE by multiple networks would
benefit higher bandwidth applications in particular. These examples above all imply
lower data costs, which is a key facet of high supply as a scenario.

2.5.4.2

Lower supply
Aggressive 2G refarming could depress the market for applications that currently
depend on 2G, particularly in the absence of any widely available alternative narrow
band technology. Any lack of clarity over future refarming plans could also have a
significant impact on growth. Delayed LTE deployments would tend to have a
negative impact on higher bandwidth applications.

2.5.5

Impact of Scenarios on overall M2M market in 2022
The impact of the four scenarios in respect of the projected numbers of connections
is illustrated below.

2.5.5.1

Impact on overall M2M market
The impact of the four scenarios in respect of the projected numbers of connections
is illustrated below.

18
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Figure 2-5: Impact of each scenario on the projected total UK M2M market in
2022 (in terms of number of connections)

Applications most affected by each of the scenarios (in terms of number of
connections relative to the base case) are illustrated below. As illustrated in Figure
2-5, in general applications are rather more affected by constraints on demand,
rather than supply. This reflects the novelty of many of the applications, and a
significant impact on pace of adoption based on reduced perceived requirements. It
also reflects the ease with which the connectivity requirements of many applications
should be met, in particular through the use of self-provisioned networks, often
using licence exempt spectrum.
2.5.5.2

Impact of maximum growth scenario on specific applications.
This section provides examples of the impact on specific applications of the supplyand demand-side variations described above. In particular it focuses on those
applications where we expect the greatest impact. The variation from base case of
the applications described in the text are illustrated in Figure 2-6 below.
As noted above, the most significant impact on adoption tends to come from
variation in demand. For instance, in the case of connected street lights we could
expect up to 100% more connections if there is increased supply and demand.
Where there is constraint on supply, but demand is high, we anticipate a 50%
greater adoption than the base case. Where those two factors are reversed, i.e. the
application is demand constrained, we expect to see 50% fewer connections. Where
both are constrained we anticipate a 70% reduction. This dynamic is also seen in
other major application groups, including residential HVAC and White Goods. Here
user demand will be the ultimate arbiter of the number of connections and it is
possible that adoption will be substantially lower than we anticipate, driven down
mostly by lack of user interest.
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Figure 2-6: Variation from base case forecast, twelve example applications

Traffic management>Parking space mgmt
Traffic management>Traffic lights
Land Agriculture>Livestock Management
Assisted living>People Tracking Devices
Manufacturing/processing>Monitoring and control
Environment and public safety>Street lighting
Traffic management>In-vehicle congestion/toll devices
White goods>Fridges & Freezers
Automotive>Insurance
Automotive>Vehicle platform
Smart metering>Electricity
Building automation>HVAC - Residential
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In some cases the potential upside is even more pronounced. The use of people
tracking devices as categorised under ‘Assisted Living’ could be substantially
expanded should additional networks be available and should there be a push from
the NHS, for instance. For this reason we anticipate up to a 200% greater use than
in the base case. In other cases it can be much lower. We anticipate a reasonable
use of in-vehicle devices for traffic monitoring (as seen in Germany with TollCollect,
for instance). However we can anticipate seeing much less demand should central
authorities decide not to implement such systems. There is a binary element to the
adoption of such systems that means that there is a potentially very substantial
downside to the base case, 80% in this instance, as well as a not insubstantial
upside (50%). In another case we can anticipate that the use of parking space
monitoring could be five-fold higher should local councils wish to implement the
systems, and there being a significant reduction in the cost of supply, e.g. through
the availability of low power wide area networks, or a 3GPP equivalent.
One special case is that of smart meters (both electricity and gas). The DECC
mandate (as discussed above) requires that a certain level of penetration be
reached. As a result, even given unconstrained supply or demand, we would
anticipate only a very small number of additional connections; a 5% uplift. Even in
the supply constrained scenario the impact is virtually zero. Smart meters will have
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to be connected and the supply constraint factors considered here should not affect
that. However, there are implications on the demand down-side. It is possible to
envisage scenarios where there is popular opposition to smart metering based on
concerns over security and privacy. Such has already happened in the US with
Pacific Gas & Electric, where there was considerable backlash against smart
metering.
The case of the automotive Vehicle Platform is somewhat similar. Most automotive
manufacturers have well-established plans for including embedded connectivity in
vehicles. Furthermore, adoption of the Vehicle Platform depends heavily on vehicle
replacement rates, which are relatively slow. It would require a concerted effort to
increase that adoption above our expected base case in as short a time-frame as
2022. Therefore our maximum case allows only for a 10% uplift in that figure. In
contrast, there is a quite significant downside, particularly based on demand. Should
there be user push-back against being tracked (as there was in the case of GM’s
OnStar service in 2011) there could be a trend towards disconnecting vehicles.
Remaining with the automotive sector, Machina Research anticipates that the
adoption of usage-based insurance (UBI) will be very high, from around 1% today.
Our forecasts are prepared on the basis that this will become increasingly the norm
by 2022. However, it is possible to envisage a scenario in which user demand
becomes much less substantial. Part of the push for UBI comes from the European
Court of Justice ruling prohibiting the use of gender as a criterion for risk profiling.
Losing this demographic factor, naturally stimulates profiling based on usage. There
is also a scenario where this requirement is removed. Here, we could see adoption
constrained by 80% in the scenario where supply is also constrained, or 70% where
only demand is constrained.
In a few notable cases we do not anticipate that supply will have any impact on
adoption. The example illustrated in Figure 2-6 below shows one in the form of
‘Manufacturing/Processing>Monitoring & Control’. These devices are located on
customer premises and typically connect using proprietary networks. We consider it
unlikely that adoption here will be affected at all by circumstances surrounding
public access networks.
There are also a number of applications that will be significantly affected by
constraints on supply. In particular this includes applications will well dispersed
devices and that are reliant on wide area connectivity, particularly in rural areas. As
a result, Agriculture applications are amongst the most significantly affected by
reduced supply. Unlike most other applications, we assume for Agriculture that even
in the scenario of lower demand, if there is significantly increased supply that
connection numbers will exceed the base case (by 23%). Even in this case,
however, much is determined by demand. In circumstances where there is both
increased supply and demand, we anticipate adoption 90% above the base case.
Other applications that we consider to be particularly supply constrained include
traffic lights.
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3 ANALYSIS OF M2M APPLICATION AND DEVICE CHARACTERISTICS
3.1

Introduction
In this chapter we identify the key characteristics of M2M applications and devices
that are likely to influence the way in which an application uses radio spectrum.
Currently most M2M applications use spectrum in one of two ways – either by
conveyance over a public mobile (cellular) network or by using some form of short
range, licence exempt technology. The principal differentiator between the two is
the range over which a wireless signal is required to operate, with short range
transmission (typically up to 100 metres outdoors) favouring a licence exempt
approach and longer range favouring a cellular approach. Many applications may
be able to use either approach, depending on how and where they are deployed.
For example, in an urban setting it may be possible to provide wide area
connectivity using a dense network of Wi-Fi access points as an alternative to
cellular. Applications operating offshore or in very remote locations beyond the
reach of terrestrial networks may need to adopt satellite communication
Some users, such as the public safety community or utility companies may rely on
M2M communication for mission critical applications such as panic alarms or
monitoring vital parts of their distribution networks. Historically such users have
often preferred to use their own networks, operating in dedicated radio spectrum, to
ensure a high grade of service is available at all times. Technological advances
may in the future allow such needs to be met in other ways, for example by
providing prioritised access to public networks or shared radio spectrum.
Nevertheless it is helpful to differentiate between these applications and those that
can effectively use an “off the shelf” wireless solution. This approach may also help
identify requirements that may sit between traditional licenced and licence exempt
approaches to spectrum access, i.e. through light licensing of other forms of shared
spectrum access
Another differentiator between M2M applications that has a strong bearing on
spectrum use is bandwidth. The majority of applications are relatively narrow band
(in many cases 16 kbps or less) and are therefore able to operate over older second
generation mobile networks or use low cost narrow band short range devices. There
are however some applications, such as CCTV or wireless advertising displays,
which require access to wideband connections such as 3G / 4G mobile or Wi-Fi.
The projected large growth in the M2M market and large volume of data
transactions may raise issues for communication networks that are not optimised for
such use and in consequence a number of M2M oriented technologies are currently
emerging, both proprietary and within standards bodies such as ETSI. These
technologies are typically geared towards more narrow band applications with bit
rates of 16 kbps or less but with potentially large volumes of data transactions and a
need to minimise power consumption in order to preserve battery life.
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In the following sections we identify those characteristics which may influence
whether an application (i) requires short range or wide area communication, (ii)
requires a narrow band or wide band connection or (iii) requires an enhanced quality
of service beyond that which might ordinarily be available from a licensed public
network or by general purpose licence exempt bands.

3.2

Key Characteristics of M2M Applications and Devices

3.2.1

Introduction
We have identified a number of primary application characteristics that are likely to
have a particular impact on spectrum requirements, in terms of the transmission
range, bandwidth and quality of service required. We have also identified a further
set of secondary characteristics which have a less direct impact on spectrum use
but may nevertheless impact on the user’s choice of technology or frequency band.
These primary and secondary characteristics are described below. The way in
which we have used these characteristics to group together applications with similar
spectrum implications is described in chapter 4.

3.2.2

Application Characteristics relating to transmission range
These characteristics are those that we consider primarily influence whether an
application favours a short range or wide area technology. The primary
characteristics falling into this category are:
i)

Location: e.g. indoor, outdoor, in-vehicle

ii)

Geographic Coverage: local, national or regional

iii) Geographic Distribution: e.g. highly concentrated at particular locations or
widely dispersed
iv) Range: personal area, local area or wide area connectivity
v) Degree of Mobility: stationary, nomadic or continuously moving.
Off the applications under consideration, 87 require only local geographic coverage,
35 regional, 18 national and 9 require international or offshore coverage that may be
beyond the reach of terrestrial networks. Applications are split fairly evenly into
distributed and concentrated configurations. In terms of required transmission range
the majority are local area, although there are also a substantial number of wide
area applications. Applications are deployed in a wide range of indoor and outdoor
locations, as illustrated below:
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Figure 3-1: Main deployment location of M2M applications

3.2.3

Application Characteristics relating to bandwidth
These characteristics are those that we consider primarily influence whether an
application favours a narrow band or wide band technology. The primary
characteristics falling into this category are:
i)

Peak Bit Rate / Throughput: For our analysis we have placed each
application into one of four categories, namely up to 16 kbps, up to 144
kbps, up to 2 Mbps and over 2 Mbps

ii)

Data volumes: Uplink and downlink traffic size per annum per connection
in MB

iii) Duty Cycle: The percentage of time that an M2M device is transmitting
and/or receiving data during an established event transmission
iv) Software and Firmware Update requirements: whether over-the-air
updating of software or firmware is required.
M2M applications are predominantly narrow band, with only a small minority
exceeding a peak bit rate of 144 kbps. Many applications have a bit rate of 16 kbps
or less and are hence able to utilise narrow band technologies such as GPRS. The
amount of traffic per event is generally low (below 100 kB), although a small minority
of applications convey very large volumes (10 MB or more). In most cases less
than 100 events per day are generated and most traffic is either generated in
response to specific events or on a regular, repetitive basis. The transmission duty
cycle during an event is less than 1% for the majority of applications.
Unlike most wireless data applications, M2M applications tend to be uplink biased.
This is illustrated in the following chart which categorises applications in terms of the
percentage of total traffic generated being in the uplink direction. It can be seen that
a large majority of applications are uplink dominated and in many cases significantly
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so, with 90% or more of the traffic flowing in the uplink direction. This is in direct
contrast to most cellular network data traffic, which is typically 90% downlink traffic.
Figure 3-2 Percentage of total traffic carried in the uplink for M2M applications

3.2.4

Application Characteristics relating to Quality of Service
These characteristics are those that we consider primarily influence whether an
application is likely to require priority access to connectivity (e.g. through network
service agreements or reserved spectrum):
i)

Security: Does the data sent to or from the application need to be subject
to security measures, e.g. authentication, authorisation and encryption?

ii)

Criticality: How important is it that the data sent to or from the application is
received?

iii) Sensitivity to Delay: How will the application be affected by a delay in
receiving or transmitting data?
iv) Sensitivity to Error: How will the application be affected by communication
errors, leading to partial or full loss of data sent to or from the application?
Of the 149 applications analysed, a clear majority have either high or very high
security requirements and approximately half fall into the high or very high criticality
categories, suggesting an enhanced network quality of service would be required.
By contrast only a minority (about a third) of applications have high or very high
sensitivity to delay or error.
3.2.5

Other characteristics that may affect spectrum use
A number of other characteristics have been identified that may also have an
influence on the way in which spectrum is used by an M2M application, e.g. in terms
of the preferred frequency band or technology. These are summarised below:


Extent of deployment internationally: Is the application developed and
used in specific markets - national (UK), regional (e.g. EU), or global?
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Application Lifecycle: What is the intended lifecycle of the application (i.e.
before being superseded by new applications or by the device having to be
replaced)?



Power requirements: Whether the application is predominantly designed
for battery, permanent or potentially harvested energy (self-sufficient).



Accessibility: Will the device be easily accessible to allow for servicing and
maintenance of the device as well as manual firmware/software updates?



Size and cost may also influence the choice of technology and/or
frequency band.
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4 M2M TECHNOLOGIES AND FREQUENCY BANDS
4.1

Introduction
A range of technologies and frequency bands currently support M2M
communications, depending on the nature of the application and user preference.
These range from internationally harmonised short range device and cellular
standards to more specialised technologies geared towards specific applications. In
recent years there have also been a number of initiatives to develop standards that
are particularly geared towards narrow band M2M communication and with an
emphasis on low power consumption and transmission overheads. Radio spectrum
used (either now or potentially in the future) by M2M applications ranges from LF
(for some types of RFID) up to the microwave bands (for some wideband and
automotive applications
In the following sections we review the current status of M2M technologies and
frequency bands and how these might evolve over the next decade.

4.2

M2M Technologies and Standards
M2M technology falls into two broad categories, namely short range (generally
operating in licence exempt bands) and wide area (currently mainly existing cellular
networks but a number of new M2M specific wide area technologies have recently
emerged). Many applications may involve more than one technology, e.g. a short
range technology may be used for sensing or data gathering and a wide area
technology used to relay the information back to a central server or processor.

4.3

Short Range M2M technologies
There are a number of well-established low power technologies that can be used for
M2M applications, including Bluetooth, RFID, Wireless Alarms, Wi-Fi and ZigBee.
These are described briefly below.

4.3.1.1

Bluetooth
The Bluetooth standard was developed in the 1990s to enable peripheral equipment
such as hands-free headsets to be connected wirelessly to mobile phones. The
standard has evolved considerably and the latest version (v.4.0) incorporates a low
power mode that significantly reduces power consumption by reducing the amount
of time the radio is switched on, making it particularly suitable for embedded M2M
devices where long battery life is important.. Bluetooth low energy is claimed to
have 10-20 times lower power consumption than the original Bluetooth standard
3

whilst being able to transmit data 50 times faster . .
M2M applications that can use Bluetooth include wireless sensors, industrial
automation, sports, fitness, medical and healthcare devices. Bluetooth operates in

3

Source: Arrow Electronics
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the 2.4 GHz ISM band using frequency hopping spread spectrum technology based
on 2 MHz channels. The ubiquity of Bluetooth connectivity makes it ideal for
consumer applications and the latest implementations user interference mitigation
techniques to improve co-existence with Wi-Fi systems operating in the same band.
These include time division multiplexing Bluetooth and Wi-Fi signals where the two
are deployed in the same device (e.g. smartphone) or adaptive frequency hopping
(AFH), where the Bluetooth radio scans the band for interference and adapts its
frequency hopping patterns accordingly. Nevertheless, the high level of congestion
at some locations in the 2.4 GHz band (where all Wi-Fi channels are heavily used)
may be a problem for more critical applications.
4.3.1.2

Generic short range devices
Generic short range device technologies may be used for a variety of non-critical
M2M applications and are commonly used in consumer devices such as fitness
monitors or home weather stations. The main frequency bands are around 434
MHz and 868 MHz, although the 870 – 875.6 MHz and 915 – 921 MHz bands have
also recently been identified by CEPT. 434 is a long-established internationally
harmonised band for short range devices but has become increasingly congested in
recent years as the band does not mandate the interference mitigation techniques
(duty cycle constraints) that apply at 868 MHz and in the newly identified CEPT
bands.

4.3.1.3

Medical Devices:
Medical Implant Communication Services (MICS) operate in a dedicated band in the
402 – 405 MHz range and are used for applications like cardiac monitoring.
Emissions in this band are strictly controlled, enabling the devices to operate at
ultra-low power levels. The devices are normally in sleep mode and activated by a
“wake-up” signal which typically operates in the 2.4 GHz band. The wake-up
receivers are designed to have very low power consumption (tens of microwatts)
allowing continuous operation over a 5 – 10 year period.

4.3.1.4

RFID
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) technology is widely used in sectors such as
transport and manufacturing / supply chain tracking. For example, RFIDs may be
used to track and locate shipping containers, air freight or vehicles within a fleet or
warehouse environment. It may also be used in the automotive sector both for
tracking finished items in the supply chain and for tracking individual parts in the
manufacturing process. RFID systems may vary significantly in size, to
accommodate large containers at one extreme down to individual items at the other.
Transmitter power and range varies accordingly. RFID devices operate over four
4

principal frequency ranges , namely:

4
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LF: typically 125-134 kHz. Very short range (a few cm) and low transfer
rate, often used for animal tagging, car immobilisers (a tag is embedded in
the key-fob) and contact-less cards (staff badges).



HF: 13.56 MHz, range up to 1.5 metres, medium to high transfer rates.
Extensively used for smart labels, smart cards (e.g. Oyster card) and in
Near Field Communication (NFC) devices.



UHF: 865-868MHz, range up to several metres, high reading speed – can
read hundreds of tag ID's at the same time. This is the highest growing
RFID standard currently



Microwave: uses the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz ISM bands, mainly for active tags
for real-time locating systems (RTLS) or toll collection (e.g. the M6 Toll
Tag).

Note that the LF and HF bands are used only by passive tags, whereas the UHF
and microwave bands support both active and passive.
4.3.1.5

Tracking, tracing and data acquisition
This category covers a range of technologies used for tracking assets or personnel,
or monitoring equipment or processes. A specific allocation for this purpose has
5

recently been identified by CEPT in the 870 – 875.6 MHz band . . Power is limited
to 500 mW, channel width to 200 kHz and duty cycle to 2.5%. Adaptive power
control is also required to be able to reduce the power to 5 mW or less when
required. Note that this band will be shared with other generic short range devices
and TTT systems (see above). This is also a UK-specific allocation (458 - 458.95
MHz) for commercial and industrial telemetry applications that permits higher
powers and is often used for more critical industrial control applications, e.g. for
controlling cranes.
Spectrum has recently been allocated in the 2483.5 – 2500 MHz band (immediately
above the Wi-Fi band) for medial body area networks for use in homes and care
establishments.
4.3.1.6

Transport and Traffic Telematics (TTT)
TTT relates to interfaces between different modes of transport, communication
between vehicles (e.g. car-to-car), between vehicles and fixed locations (e.g. car-toinfrastructure). A frequency allocation for such applications has existed for many
years in the range 5795 – 5815 MHz but has seen little use to date. More recently a
new band has been identified by CEPT and is included in Recommendation 70-03,
namely 870 - 875.8 MHz. Power is limited to 500 mW for vehicle to vehicle
applications and 100 mW for in-vehicle use. Duty cycle is limited to 0.1% and a 500
kHz channel width applies. Adaptive Power Control (APC) is also required and must
be able to reduce the power to 5 mW or less when required. The 5.8 GHz TTT

5

See ECC Recommendation 70-03
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band supports higher powers (up to 8 watts), though the benefit of this will be offset
by the more limited propagation at these frequencies.
4.3.1.7

Wireless Alarms
Alarm systems use a variety of specific standards mostly operating in the 868-870
MHz range. There are three principal types, namely fire, intruder and social alarms,
the majority of which are now based on the harmonised ETSI standard EN 300 220
and currently operate in specific sub-bands in the range 868 – 870 MHz, based
primarily on technical characteristics such as power and duty cycle. These are
internationally harmonised and defined in ECC Recommendation 70-03. One of the
sub-bands is specifically identified for social alarms. Some older alarm systems
operate in the UK-specific 457 MHz band but are increasingly being superseded by
869 MHz systems.
Table 4-1 Wireless Alarm sub-bands (source ECC Rec 70-03)
Sub-band (MHz)

Tx Power (mW)

Max Duty Cycle

Type

868.6-868.7

10

1%

All

869.25-869.3

10

0.1%

All

869.65-869.7

25

10%

All

869.2-869.25

10

0.1%

Social Alarms only

869.3-869.4

10

1%

All

6

A recent ETSI technical report identified a need for additional spectrum to support
alarm systems in the future, based on projected growth in the numbers of alarm
systems and the traffic generated. The report also referred to recent EC guidance
7

favouring a move away from reserving sub-bands for specific applications . Instead,
it is proposed that spectrum should be identified on the basis of specific technical
characteristics and operational characteristics, notably very low duty cycles and low
latency requirements.
The proposed additional spectrum is in the 875.6 – 876 MHz and 915 – 915.2 MHz
bands. Technical and regulatory parameters for these bands are currently being
8

addressed by CEPT .

6

ETSI TR 103 056, “Technical characteristics for SRD equipment for social alarm and alarm

applications”
7

Guidance from the EC to CEPT on the 5th update of the EC Decision on SRDs

8

See ECC Report 189, “Future Spectrum Demand for Short Range Devices in the UHF Frequency

Bands”, February 2014
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Wi-Fi
Wi-Fi is a wireless broadband data technology based on the 802.11 series of
9

standard and has been well documented in a number of previous Ofcom reports .
The main M2M applications currently served by Wi-Fi tend to be those involving
video or other multimedia content. The technology operates in the 2.4 GHz and 5
GHz bands.
Of particular interest for M2M applications is the recently initiated 802.11ah variant,
which is intended to offer extended range, power efficiency, and scalable operation,
making it more suitable for lower data throughput applications. The new standard is
intended for operation in bands below 1 GHz (to optimise range) and will support
narrower bandwidth modes (1 and 2 MHz) intended for low cost battery powered
sensors. The standard is also optimised to scale to thousands of nodes by using
efficient paging and scheduled transmissions. 802.11ah is being standardized in
10

IEEE with a draft 2.0 version expected in mid-2014 .
In Europe it is expected that the new standard would operate in the 863-868 MHz,
allowing either five 1 MHz channels or two 2 MHz channels.
4.3.1.9

ZigBee
The ZigBee standard was developed about ten years ago to address the needs for
low-cost, low-power wireless sensor and control networks across a range of market
sectors. The standard is maintained by the ZigBee Alliance which currently has
over 400 members and has defined a number of sector specific variants including
building automation, health care, home automation, smart energy and retail
services. The ZigBee PRO standard is optimised for low power consumption and to
support large networks with thousands of devices. ZigBee is compliant with the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard which defines the protocols for data communication devices
using low data rate, low power, and low complexity transmissions in a wireless
personal area network (WPAN). There are currently over 600 certified ZigBee
products.
In Europe ZigBee may operate in either the 2.4 GHz or 868 MHz bands. 2.4 GHz
provides a higher data rate (up to 250 kbps) but is more range constrained and
subject to high levels of interference at many locations due to its intensive use by
Wi-Fi. In 868 MHz range is improved but the data rate is constrained to 20 kbps
and only a single channel is available. Most European ZigBee equipment operates
at 2.4 GHz however 868 MHz is used for some very narrow band, low duty cycle
11

applications, such as street light control .

9

See e.g. “Study on the use of Wi-Fi for Metropolitan Area applications”, report by Aegis and Quotient for

Ofcom, April 2013
10

Source: Qualcomm

11

“Technologies and approaches for meeting the demand for wireless data using licence exempt

spectrum to 2022”, report for Ofcom by Quotient Associates, January 2013
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Wide area technologies
Those M2M applications that require long range signals or wide area coverage
make extensive use of cellular networks and there is increasing interest in M2M
specific technologies that are optimised for carrying large numbers of connections
but relatively small data volumes. The preferred cellular technology currently is
GPRS, partly on the grounds of cost and also because this is the only mobile data
technology that currently provides national coverage. GPRS also consumes less
power than current 3G and 4G standards, though work is underway to develop a low
cost, low power variant of the 4G LTE standard. In some counties (including within
Europe) the CDMA cellular standard is also being promoted as an M2M solution

4.3.2.1

2G Cellular (GPRS)
The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) is part of the 2G GSM suite of standards
and provides packet data transmission at rates up to 115 kbps (though in practice
the rate is more typically up to 56 kbps). GPRS is currently the most widely used
cellular standard for M2M applications. The standard has been available
considerably longer, has far greater geographic coverage, lower device costs and
longer battery life than 3G mobile data standards such as UMTS and CDMA. Whilst
the relatively low data GPRS rate limits its utility in the wider mobile data market,
this is not a problem for most M2M applications which typically require data rates of
16 kbps or less.
Power consumption in the GPRS terminal can be minimised by ensuring the device
is only connected when it is required to transmit (which in many applications may be
only a few times per day). This can be done either by configuring the device to
communicate at pre-defined, regular intervals or by sending a text message (SMS)
to activate the device. The latter approach has for example been used in the
Netherlands to support a GPRS based smart meter rollout by Vodafone and the
Dutch energy provider Enexis.
GPRS connectivity requires the use of subscriber identification module (SIM card) to
identify each device to the network (this also applies to 3G and 4G cellular services
described below). Historically SIM cards have been operator-specific which may be
an issue for some users where long-tern operation of embedded M2M devices is
involved, since the user effectively becomes locked in to using a specific network
operator.
There are a number of ways to overcome this. One is to use a roaming SIM, which
is registered with a non-UK network whose international roaming agreements
enable the SIM to connect to any of the UK mobile data networks. There are a
number of service providers that specialise in providing roaming SIMs, which in
addition to avoiding network lock-in also provide enhanced coverage by being able
to connect to any network that is available locally/
A more recent innovation is the remotely provisionable embedded SIM which is
currently being trialled by the GSMA in conjunction with network operators and SIM
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manufacturers. This enables over the air provisioning of network operator
credentials and the ability to changing operator without the need for physical access
to the SIM card, whilst retaining the same security levels provided by a conventional
SIM.

Some existing M2M embedded SIM cards already have the capability to for

the user to select the network operator and download the necessary access
12

credentials after purchase or during deployment .
Another option might be for larger user groups to operate as MVNOs with their own
SIM-cards, with which they could roam and switch networks as they please, subject
to negotiating the necessary agreements with MNOs. This would require a change
to regulation, in that currently only public service providers have access to the IMSInumbers necessary for SIM-cards. In the UK, use of the DECT guard band
spectrum (in association with one of the twelve current licensees) may provide
another option, or in the longer term this band could be made licence exempt (as in
the Netherlands) to support longer term provision of GPRS or LTE based M2M
services.
4.3.2.2

3G Cellular (HSPA)
An increasing number of cellular M2M modules now include 3G connectivity based
on the HSPA or HSPA+ standards in addition to GPRS. This inevitably adds cost
and complexity to the devices but has the advantage that a wider range of
applications can be served. This could be attractive in sectors like automotive,
where multimedia entertainment or information services could be provided alongside
the M2M functionality.
It could be argued that 3G connectivity provides better future proofing than GPRS,
however the current focus on 4G/LTE rollout (see below) and relatively limited
coverage of 3G in the UK suggests this is unlikely to be a viable solution for
13

applications where coverage breadth is important . We would therefore expect
GPRS to remain the principal M2M cellular platform for some time, given the relative
longevity of many M2M devices , the limited coverage of 3G networks and the
current status of LTE M2M standards, which we discuss in the next section.
4.3.2.3

4G Cellular (LTE)
There is a growing consensus that cellular traffic, including M2M, will increasingly
migrate to the latest 4G technologies (notably LTE) over the next decade, although
as noted above we expect GPRS will continue to play an important role. The
standards body responsible for evolution of the LTE standards is currently working

12

See e.g. Gemalto’s Machine Identification Module (MIM) product range

13

For example, 9% of the A and B roads in the UK are outside the reach of a 3G signal, compared to 4%

for GSM (source: Ofcom, 2013)
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on ways to enhance the standards for machine type communications.
14

Recommended enhancements include :


Use of a single receive antenna for MTC devices



Reduced peak data rate of 1Mbps



Reduced bandwidth with baseband data channel of 1.4MHz



Improvement in coverage link budget of 15dB



Possibility of further cost-reduction by adopting half-duplex transmission.

It is intended that low cost M2M oriented LTE devices should connect to existing
human-to-human oriented LTE networks.. The projected time scale for availability of
chip sets based on the new standard (sometimes referred to as Category 0 or LTE
15

light) is 2017 . This delay and the limited coverage currently available from LTE
networks is likely to mean 2G technology (GPRS) will continue to be favoured for
narrow band M2M applications at least in the short to medium term.
4.3.2.4

CDMA
The CDMA Development Group has recently been promoting CDMA450 as a
potentially attractive platform for applications like smart meters, which require wide
16

area coverage with a good level of in-building coverage . CDMA450 is based on
the CDMA2000 standard, which is one of the IMT2000 family of 3G mobile
standards defined by the ITU. The technology can operate in many of the existing
cellular bands but 450 MHz is of particular interest in some European countries
(mostly Scandinavia or Eastern Europe) where the band is currently under-utilised
or there are legacy 450 MHz licences.
The technology requires one or more paired frequencies of 1.2 MHz bandwidth with
a 10 MHz duplex separation – note that the current configuration of the 450 MHz
band in the UK would not be compatible with this deployment. CDMA is claimed to
have an advantage over other cellular technologies in that it has substantially more
uplink resource blocks (24 per carrier compared to 6 for the current LTE standard)
The CDG suggests that CDMA is particularly attractive for utility “smart grid”
applications which require a high grade of service in addition to more consumeroriented smart meters. The CDG’s analysis suggests that a single 2 x 1.2 MHz
carrier could accommodate approximately 32,000 smart meter devices per cell
sector.

14

Source: “Making LTE fit for the Internet of Things”, presentation by David Lister, Vodafone Group,

Cambridge Wireless, July 2013
15

“Developing LTE into a ubiquitous wireless WAN for M2M”, Matthew Webb and Yuichi Morioka, ETSI

M2M Workshop, 6–7 November 2013
16

“Wireless Technologies for the 450 MHz band”, CDG450 Connectivity Special Interest Group,

September 2013
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Existing CDMA deployments in Europe are generally focused on wireless
broadband access provision but a more recent initiative in the Netherlands is using
CDMA450 specifically to serve the M2M market

17

and with a particular focus on the

utility sector. Whilst this may be an attractive proposition in a relatively small and
low lying country like the Netherlands, it would be somewhat more challenging to
provide the necessary coverage across the UK and would require realignment of the
band to bring it into line with the harmonised CEPT plan. Nevertheless this option
could prove attractive for the utilities, which have a particular requirement for
resilient wide area communications to support their smart grid networks.
4.3.2.5

Smart Metering technologies
Smart meters are increasingly being deployed by utilities to automate meter reading
and provide opportunities to save energy, e.g. by providing real time information on
energy use. The Department of Energy and Climate Change (DECC) aims to
complete rollout of smart meters by 2020. In 2015 DECC awarded three 15-year
contracts for smart meter communication service provision in the North, Central and
Southern regions of the UK. The North regions contract was awarded to Arqiva and
the two other regions to Telefonica UK.
Arqiva will be deploying a dedicated wireless advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI) technology called Flexnet developed by US company Sensus and operating in
the company’s existing licensed spectrum in the 410-430 MHz range (BT are also
involved as backhaul provider).
Telefonica will be using its existing GPRS network to support the wide area part of
the network combined with a low power mesh radio technology supplied by the
Swedish firm Connode. A narrowband mesh software client will run in the residential
Communications Hub as a complement to the cellular network. Connode’s current
technology uses the 869.4 -869.65 MHz band, which allows for 10% duty cycle and
up to 500mW output power, however the next generation of the technology will use
a frequency agile radio platform which will have the potential to use additionally the
recently identified 870-875.6 MHz band and possibly TV white-space frequencies in
the longer term.
There is also a long-standing European allocation for remote meter reading at 169
MHz (169.4-169.475 MHz), originally intended to cater for short range wireless
connections to support remote reading of utility meters, e.g. to support connection to
a mobile reader in the street outside a building. Power is limited to 50 mW, channel
width to 50 kHz and the duty cycle to 10%, limiting the scope for deployment of wide
area smart metering networks in the band, however the band has been identified as
a potential candidate for low power wide area deployments (see below).

17

“CDMA-450: Managed Wireless Services”, presentation to European Utilities Telecom Council

Workshop by Erik Moll, April 2013
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Weightless
Weightless is an open standard that has been developed by the Weightless special
interest group (SIG) specifically for M2M applications. It is intended to extend the
cost advantages of existing short range M2M technologies like Bluetooth and
ZigBee to a wide area environment by using frequency hopping spread spectrum
technology to enhance range at the expense of data rate. Communication is
between devices and base stations on a similar basis to cellular networks. The
standard is claimed to have been designed to operate in the harshest mobile
spectrum environments, giving the flexibility to be deployed in licence exempt
spectrum, licensed spectrum or a mix of the two. The standard appears to be
geared mainly towards less critical applications - one of the quoted design rules for
M2M communication standards quoted on the Weightless web site, which states
that M2M communication is “more tolerant of delay - most machine communication
is relatively unaffected by a few seconds of delay whereas people quickly find this
frustrating”.
The initial focus has been on the TV white space frequencies but in principle the
standard could operate anywhere in the VHF or UHF range. Potential bands
include the 169 MHz remote meter reading band, mainstream cellular bands (800 /
900 MHz) and the short range devices bands including 458 MHz and 868 MHz.
A wide range of data rates can be supported, from as low as 2.5 kbps to 16 Mbps,
depending on the modulation scheme and spreading factor. Range is claimed to be
up to 5km with indoor coverage when using the white space frequencies at the
lowest data rates. Very long battery life (10 years) is ensured by means of low
operational duty cycles – terminals typically activate briefly only once every 15
minutes and any complex processing is undertaken in the remote server rather than
the device. Optimal range or bandwidth would require access to a single 8 MHz
channel (the technology operates in TDD mode so a paired frequency is not
required.
18

A recent paper by M2M specialists Neul , one of the original proponents of the
Weightless standard, appears to cast doubt on the suitability of TV whites paces for
M2M devices, , arguing that antennas capable of covering the entire TV band would
be physically large and impracticable to integrate into some products (or if smaller
antennas are used then they have very low efficiency, leading to degraded link
budget). In the paper Neul suggested the following parameters for an efficient and
cost effective M2M network:


Operating frequency: 200 MHz to 1 GHz



Fractional bandwidth of spectrum band: < 8% (for continuous tuning)

Neul has recently unveiled its proprietary NeulNET™ technology, based on the
Weightless standard, which is being trialled in association with BT. Neul claims the

18
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system is designed to operate in licensed and unlicensed spectrum and works
across “a variety of frequencies from global unlicensed metering bands (169 MHz or
lower) up to and including sub-GHz cellular bands”.
4.3.2.7

Sigfox
Sigfox is an M2M architecture developed by a French start-up company of the same
name. Like Weightless the technology is intended to extend to the benefits of los
cost short range technologies to a wide area environment, but differs in that it uses
ultra-narrow band technology to extend the range rather then spread spectrum. In
Europe Sigfox operates in the 868 MHz SRD band - the precise sub-band is not
stated but to attain the longest range would require use of the 869.4 - 869.65 MHz
block which supports higher power, 500 mW transmissions. We note however that
current commercially available Sigfox gateway modules operate at 868.2 MHz using
19

the lower power limit (25 mW) applicable at that frequency . The standard is
capable of operating in other licensed or licence-exempt bands as required. A 20
year battery life is claimed, based on a 2.5 Ah battery and three short data
transactions per day.
The standard is targeted at applications with particularly low data throughput
20

requirements, defined by the company in the following terms :


Up to 140 messages per object per day



Payload size for each message is 12 bytes



Wireless throughput up to 100 bits per second

The company claims that a Sigfox base station can provide much greater coverage
than a typical cellular base station and is planning to build a network covering all of
France with 1,000 transmission sites, in partnership with the broadcaster TDF. The
company claims also to have partners in the Netherland, Russia and Spain and to
have local projects underway in Antwerp, Copenhagen, Dublin, Milan, Munich,
Prague and Stockholm.
Sigfox devices are subject to the same mandatory requirements in terms of duty
cycle limits or use of listen-before-talk and adaptive frequency agility (LBT-AFA) as
other devices in the band and outdoor base stations are unlikely to be in close
proximity to other types of short range device. More critical applications like alarm
systems have their own exclusive sub-bands and the short range nature of many
other applications(e.g. remote key fobs) means a generous link margin is usually
available. We do not therefore consider deployment of Sigfox like technology in the
868 MHz band is likely to have any significant effect on the use of this band by other
licence exempt applications. Whether other SRDs in the band would affect the

19

See e.g. Telit LE5- 868 S SIGFOX certified module data sheet

20

Source: SIGFOX white paper “M2M and IoT redefined through cost effective and energy optimised

connectivity”
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performance of a Sigfox base station is however more questionable, given the
receiver sensitivity required to provide wide area connectivity in a cluttered or indoor
environment.
4.3.2.8

OnRamp
OnRamp is a California base company that has also developed a bespoke low
power wide area technology targeted at the M2M market. The technology uses
Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum (DSSS) and a proprietary access protocol called
Random Phase Multiple Access (RPMA), which the company describes as “a
frequency-agnostic technology that can be operated on any 1 MHz slice of
spectrum, licensed or unlicensed”. The currently deployed version operates in the
globally available 2.4 GHz ISM band (also widely used by Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and
ZigBee.
A line of sight range of up to 65 km and non-line of sight coverage of up to 18 km is
claimed, with up to 2 km coverage of underground locations. The RPMA protocol
has been designed to channelize 1000s of endpoints each at data rates of tens of
bps. Sectors targeted include utilities, process industries, people and asset tracking
and critical infrastructure. The technology is being deployed on San Diego Gas &
Electric’s and Southern California Edison’s electricity distribution systems, backed
by a US Department of Energy grant.

4.3.2.9

Wireless Mesh Networks
A number of vendors are promoting low power wireless mesh technologies as an
alternative to cellular for providing wide area connectivity. One such solution is US
company Itron’s OpenWay smart grid network, developed in collaboration with Cisco
and ABB Tropos. The network uses FHSS technology in the US 900 MHz ISM band
to interconnect routers which then provide local connectivity via conventional Wi-Fi
protocols in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands.
Silver Spring, also based in the US, uses a similar approach for its Smart Energy
Platform, which is also targeting the smart grid sector. Silver Spring has been
pressing for the release of sub-1 GHz spectrum to support wide area mesh
networks in Europe (in a similar way to the US 900 MHz ISM band) and recently
expressed strong support for CEPT’s decision to permit metropolitan or rural area
networks in the 870-875.6 MHz band, suggesting these would be well suited to
wireless mesh machine-to-machine networks.
The main advantage of mesh networks is that they use relatively low cost
technology based on open standards and can operate in licence exempt bands, but
deployment in existing European bands would require a very high node density due
to the low power limits that apply. For this reason deployment has so far been
largely limited to the US, where the 900 MHz band allows substantially higher
transmit powers (up to 1W). The recent addition of the 870 -875.6 MHz band with a
power limit of 500 mW for data acquisition and road traffic telematics systems could
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go some way to redressing this and making mesh based solutions more attractive in
Europe.

4.4

Summary of M2M Frequency Bands
The table overleaf summarises the bands that are currently used for M2M
communication or may be in the future, along with an indication of the likely pros
and cons in each case. Note that the list does not include the currently licensed
cellular frequency bands or international satellite bands that may be also used be
used by M2M applications.
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Table 4-2 Summary of M2M frequency bands (current and potential)
Band

Regulatory Status

Applications / Technologies

Pros

Cons

LF (125-134

Licence Exempt (harmonised)

Passive RFID tags (typically

Low cost, good penetration

Very short range, slow speed

used for inventory / asset

through non-metals

kHz)

control and low cost animal
tags)
HF (13.56

Licence Exempt (harmonised)

MHz)

Passive RFID tags (typically

Medium range and speed

Can be relatively expensive

Harmonised European band

Power and bandwidth

used for smart cards, item
identification or access control)

169.4-

Licence Exempt (harmonised)

169.475 MHz

for specific application

412–

National licence (acquired at

Arqiva is deploying smart meter

Licensed band, long range,

Requires rollout of dedicated

414/422-424

auction – indefinite duration)

technology (Sensus Flexnet) in

good building penetration

wide area network

General purpose short range

Low cost, internationally

Prone to congestion and

device band

harmonised

interference

MHz
433.05-

Remote meter reading

limitation – range limited

the northern part of the UK
Licence Exempt (harmonised)

434.79 MHz
450 – 470

Mix of licensed, licence

CDMA450 being promoted in

Established relatively low cost

Band is not harmonised in the

MHz

exempt and Government

some countries. Possibility of

technology for wide area use

UK and would require major

services in UK

LTE450 in longer term

(CDMA)

re-planning. Uncertain
availability of low cost LTE450
hardware
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Band

Regulatory Status

Applications / Technologies

Pros

Cons

458.5 -

Licence Exempt (UK only)

Telemetry and Telecontrol

Higher powers permitted than

UK – specific allocation (non-

in other licence exempt

harmonised)

458.95 MHz

telemetry bands
470 – 694

Harmonised band, primary use

TV White Spaces – has been

Wide bandwidth available.

Would require wide tuning

MHz

digital TV broadcasting based

under consideration for

Claimed to provide cellular-like

range to cover full band.

on GE-06 plan

deployment of Weightless

coverage in a licence exempt

Requires geodatabase to

technology but interest appears

band

facilitate sharing. Prone to

to be waning currently

periodic interference from
distant TV transmitters

733-736/

The possibility of a 2 x 3 MHz

788-791
MHz

LTE

Ideal for wide area

Would depend on level of

dedicated cellular M2M sub-

communication if

industry support – additional

band in this range has been

internationally harmonised

band may add cost and

mooted within CEPT and ITU

complexity to networks and
devices

863 – 870

Licence exempt (harmonised)

MHz

General purpose short range

Internationally harmonised,

Limited capacity for ZigBee

device band (excludes alarm

technical standards include

(one 20 kbps channel).

sub bands, see below),

interference mitigation

Potential interference, e.g.

including ZigBee

techniques (power / duty cycle

from wireless audio devices

constraints and/or listen-

below 865 MHz

before-talk)
865 - 868

Licence exempt (harmonised)

Active and passive RFID

Long range (higher powers

Relatively expensive, requires

MHz

for specific application

(typically used for vehicle ID,

permitted than for other in-

line of sight

logistics or entry control)

band applications), high data
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Regulatory Status

Applications / Technologies

Pros

Cons

speeds
869.4 -

Licence exempt (harmonised)

869.65 MHz

Sigfox LPWA band (assumed);

Higher powers permitted than

Limited bandwidth and duty

Mesh networks for smart

in other parts of the 863-870

cycle. Unclear whether

metering (e.g. Connode

MHz band. Technology

current EC definition of short

technology used by Telefonica

claimed to provide cellular-like

range device encompasses

UK)

coverage in a licence exempt

wide area technologies.

band
868.6 –

Licence exempt (harmonised)

Alarm systems (fire, intruder

Various sub-bands with

869.7 MHz

for specific application

and social

differing power and duty cycle
constraints support enhanced
quality of service

870 - 875.6

Licence exempt (harmonised)

Transport and Traffic

Low frequency and wide

Constraints on power and duty

MHz.

subject to national adoption of

Telematics, Tracking, tracing

bandwidth. Higher powers

cycle to protect other services

CEPT Recommendation. Also

and data acquisition (recently

permitted for tracking, tracing

scope for individual licensing

adopted harmonised European

and data acquisition (500 mW)

of wide area networks

band). Suitable for wide area
wireless mesh networks.

875.6-876

Proposed sub-bands for low

and 915-

Provides additional spectrum

Potential interference from

duty cycle, low latency

to support volume and traffic

adjacent band mobile

915.2 MHz

systems

growth

transmissions at 915 MHz

915 – 921

Licence exempt (harmonised)

Active and passive RFID; also

Low frequency and wide

May be subject to interference

MHz

subject to national adoption of

recently identified by CEPT as

bandwidth

from cellular terminals in

CEPT Recommendation

a general purpose SRD band.
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Band

Regulatory Status

Applications / Technologies

Pros

Cons

2.4 GHz

Licence exempt (harmonised)

Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and ZigBee

Globally harmonised, large

Heavily congested in many

(2400-2483.5

widely deployed. Also used by

bandwidth available

locations due to intensive use

MHz

some active and passive RFID

of Wi-Fi and other wireless

systems

consumer devices

2483.5 –

Licence exempt (harmonised)

Medical Body Area Networks

Large bandwidth available

Potential interference from Wi-

2500 MHz

Fi or LTE in neighbouring
bands

5.8 GHz

Licence exempt (harmonised)

(5725-5875

Used by some active and

Wide bandwidth available

Expensive, requires line of

passive RFID systems (e.g.

sight. May suffer interference

road tolls)

from other services (e.g. fixed
wireless access)

5795 – 5815

Licence exempt (harmonised,

Transport and Traffic

MHz

but limited implementation of

Telematics (e.g. car to car or in-

CEPT Recommendation in

car communications)

Established European band

High frequency, limited range /
mobility

UK)
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5 GROUPING APPLICATIONS BY PREFERRED APPROACH TO SPECTRUM
USE

5.1

Introduction
The objective of the grouping analysis is to identify which types of spectrum / radio
technology each application may be suited for so that an assessment can be made
of the potential impact of M2M growth on future spectrum demand. As previously
noted, M2M applications typically tend to involve either short range, local area
coverage or long range, wide area coverage, though many may operate in either
mode depending on the deployment scenario, or a mix of modes may be used.
Most applications involve relatively narrow bandwidths and low duty cycles, but
others (such as CCTV) require much higher bandwidths and may even run
continuously.

As range and bandwidth have a particular strong bearing on the

spectrum and technology choice, it is particularly helpful to group the applications
based on these two dimensions. Quality of service is also an important
consideration for many users, particularly where safety of life or protection of
property are concerned.
Currently, the technology choice for M2M applications is effectively limited to public
cellular networks or licence exempt short range devices or wideband data systems
(e.g. Wi-Fi). Some specialist users, such as the military and utility companies, may
have access to their own spectrum and/or private networks, but these are currently
the exception. However, new M2M-specific technologies such as Sigfox and
Weightless are currently being promoted as low power alternatives to cellular for
wide area M2M applications. Although the underlying technologies are quite
different (Sigfox uses ultra-narrow band signals and Weightless spread spectrum),
both claim to be able to be able operate in non-exclusive spectrum and both can be
described as low power wide area technologies, distinct from today’s high power
cellular networks and low power short range devices.

5.2

Grouping Methodology
We have adopted a three stage approach to the grouping analysis, based on the
three key parameters identified in chapter 3. The first stage is based on range and
coverage, the second is based on bandwidth and duty cycle and the third is based
on whether the application is likely to require an enhanced quality of service . Our
approach to these three stages is described below:

5.2.1

Stage 1: Range and Coverage
Three primary groupings have been defined for the first phase of the analysis,
namely:


Local area (typically requiring a wireless connection of typically no more
than 100 metres range outdoors or operating exclusively indoors)
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Wide area (typically requiring a wireless connection in excess of 100
metres range outdoors),



Satellite (typically requiring coverage to extend into remote rural areas
and/or offshore areas beyond the reach of terrestrial wireless networks.

In practice there is likely to be considerable overlap as between the three categories
depending on how and where an application is deployed. For example, an urban
deployment may be suitable for both local area technology (such as a meshed Wi-Fi
network) or a wide area cellular network, whilst a predominantly rural application
may suit either a satellite or terrestrial wide area network, depending on the extent
of geographic coverage required.
The application characteristics that would tend to favour each of these three range
groupings can be summarised as follows:
Table 5-1 Mapping of characteristics to range / coverage category
Category

Supporting characteristics

Local Area

Indoor location, concentrated distribution, local coverage, short
range.

Wide area

Outdoor or in-vehicle location, regional or national coverage, wide
geographic distribution, long range, high mobility. Excludes very
short range applications (personal area networks) and applications
requiring international offshore coverage

Satellite

Outdoor or in-vehicle location, highly dispersed geographic
distribution, international / offshore coverage, long range, low
mobility. Excludes applications with indoor location

5.2.2

Stage 2: Bandwidth and Duty Cycle
This stage of the analysis further subdivides the three primary groupings into those
applications likely to require a broadband wireless technology such as 3G or 4G
cellular or Wi-Fi and those that could be served by a narrow band technology such
as GPRS, existing short range device technologies or emerging low power wide
area M2M standards. Our assumption is that any application requiring a bit rate in
excess of 144 kbps would require a broadband connection, whereas a bit rate of 16
kbps or less would be well suited to a narrow band technology. Applications with bit
rates between 16 kbps and 144 kbps could potentially fall into either sub-category
depending on the particular technology deployed. We have assumed such
applications with a duty cycle of 10% or more would go into the broadband category
whilst those with a duty cycle of less than 10% would be classed as narrow band.
For the wide area grouping, applications identified as narrow band would be
potential candidates for deployment of future low power wide area applications,
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should these become more widely available in the market. These applications would
also be candidates for use of second generation cellular technology (GPRS).
Note that only a minority of the applications we have considered(14 of 149) fall into
the wideband category.
5.2.3

Stage 3: Quality of Service
Some applications have been identified as placing more importance on
characteristics such as security, criticality and sensitivity to delay or error. In our
application analysis (see section 3) each of these characteristics was scored on a 1
– 10 scale. In our analysis we have assumed that a combined score in excess of
across these four characteristics 8 implies a requirement for a very high quality of
service that is likely to favour the use of a bespoke rather than off-the-shelf wireless
solution. Depending on the application and user group, this could involve the
deployment of a private radio network (either using a narrow band business radio or
dedicated M2M technology or a wideband cellular approach. Alternatively it may
involve priority access to a public network (e.g. through service level agreements or
pre-emption arrangements) or priority access to spectrum (e.g. using a tiered
approach

21

or reserving a portion of a licence-exempt band for specific types of

application).

Such applications are likely to be considered mission critical by their

users.
Applications with a combined scoring on these characteristics of between 4 and 8
are also considered to require a high quality of service but are less likely to be
considered mission critical, whereas applications with a combined score of less than
4 are considered to have no special quality of service needs. We have therefore
defined three quality of service categories, namely high, medium or low. The lowest
category is likely to suit a low cost, off the shelf solution typically using an existing
network or licence exempt spectrum. The medium category the use of specific
protocols or technologies to optimise quality of service but is still likely to be able to
use existing networks or spectrum. The highest category is likely to require bespoke
arrangements with a service provider or some form of priority access to spectrum.
Of the 149 applications we have considered, 34 fall into the high QoS category, 86
into the medium category and the remaining 29 fall into the low category
5.2.4

Other factors that potentially affect the choice of grouping.
The additional factors identified in section 3.2.5 also have a potential impact on the
chosen grouping, as discussed below, and have been taken into account in our
grouping analysis:


Power supply and accessibility: Battery powered devices are more likely
to be constrained in terms of their ability to connect to conventional wide

21

A tiered approach involves the primary user of the spectrum having priority access when needed but

other users may access the spectrum when it is not needed by the primary user.
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area networks, due to the relatively high power consumption required both
for transmission and device standby. Where a device is battery powered
and access to replace the battery is difficult, this would tend to favour the
use of either a low power wide area network (where one exists) or a local
area connection (perhaps using a nearby fixed network access point as
backhaul)


Application life cycle: Applications with particularly long life cycles (e.g. in
excess of 5 years) are likely to be less suitable for reliance on public
networks, where technologies may be upgraded over that timescale
resulting in the potential loss of the legacy technology o which the
application depends. Such longer lifecycle applications are therefore likely
to favour either a licence exempt approach or the use of a bespoke
technology. The latter may include, for example, use of a low power wide
area network if one exists, or the use of a software or multi-SIM cellular
device to provide multi-operator support over the longer term.



Software / Firmware upgrades: Where regular software or firmware
upgrades are implemented over the air this is likely to favour a broadband
radio platform such as cellular or Wi-Fi.



International extent of application deployment: Applications which are
deployed widely internationally (European or global) are likely to favour use
of established, harmonised standards and spectrum, whereas UK-specific
deployments may be more suitable for adoption of bespoke technologies
such as low power wide area networks.



Cost: Where low device cost is important this is likely to favour a licence
exempt off-the-shelf approach.

5.3

Grouping Definitions
Based on the above factors, as many as sixteen grouping can be defined, as
illustrated in the figure below (note that only two QoS categories are defined for
satellite due to the small number of applications in that category):
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Figure 5-1 Potential groupings based on range, bandwidth and quality of
service

However, in practice our analysis has shown that a sizeable majority of M2M
applications fall into the narrow band categories and that the wide band applications
tend to have more in common with other mobile data applications such as video and
multimedia in terms of the traffic profiles. This is illustrated in the figure below,
which shows the number of individual applications that can be placed into each of
the above groupings. Note that the total is greater than the 149 applications under
study, because as noted above some applications can be placed in either the local
area or wide area groupings.
Figure 5-2 Distribution of applications across potential groupings

We have therefore rationalised the groupings down to a core set of eight, still based
on range, bandwidth and QoS but reflecting the predominantly narrow band nature
of most M2M applications. The eight groupings are shown below, along with
examples of some of the larger applications in each case.
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Figure 5-3: Final proposed set of M2M groupings

The distribution of applications across these groupings is as follows (note that some
applications fall into more than one grouping):
Figure 5-4: Distribution of applications across the proposed groupings

5.4

Spectrum and Technology characteristics of the groupings
Each of the eight groupings can be associated with particular requirements in terms
of radio spectrum, as discussed below:


Group 1 (Narrow Band, Low QoS, Local Area): These applications
should generally be capable of operating in existing licence exempt generic
short range device allocations and using readily available, low cost off-theshelf technologies
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Group 2 (Narrow Band, Low QoS, Wide Area): These applications are
most likely to be suited to existing public networks, though in future cost and
battery life considerations may lead some applications to use dedicated
M2M wide area networks should they become widely available. For some
applications where devices may be embedded or access is difficult (e.g.
vending machines), roaming or software re-configurable SIM cards may be
preferred.



Group 3 (Narrow Band, Medium QoS, Local Area): These applications
should be able to operate in existing licence exempt bands but are more
likely to favour bands such as 868 MHz, where the standards incorporate
interference mitigation mechanisms such as duty cycle limitations or listenbefore-talk requirements to improve the QoS.



Group 4 (Narrow Band, Medium QoS, Wide Area): These applications
could use existing public networks but are more likely to require to use of
special protocols or network service agreements to ensure the required
grade of service can be met. They are also more likely to be candidates to
use dedicated wide area M2M networks where these are available. An
example of the latter would be Arqiva’s use of Sensus’ Flexnet platform in
its spectrum at 412 MHz. They may also be potential users of shared
spectrum in the future, which could for example include licence exempt or
light licensed wireless mesh networks such as those proposed by Silver
Spring and others (see section 4.3.2.9), perhaps operating in the 870 –
875.6 MHz band recently identified by CEPT. Where public networks are
used, there may be concerns about reliance on a single provider, in which
case solutions such as roaming SIMs or software reconfigurable SIM
solutions may be attractive (see section 4.3.2.1)



Group 5 (Narrow Band, High QoS, Local Area): These are critical
applications such as fire alarms or medical implants that, whilst able to use
licence exempt spectrum would require frequencies that are reserved either
for specific applications or have particularly low duty cycle limits, such as
the alarm sub-bands at 869 MHz, the recently proposed 875.6 – 876 MHz
band or the medical implants band at 405 MHz and 2.5 GHz.



Group 6: (Narrow Band, High QoS, Wide Area): These are likely to be the
most demanding M2M applications in spectrum terms as the combination of
wide area coverage and a high QoS requirement is likely to make users
wary of solutions that could suffer interference or network congestion.
Whist a private network solution (such as the telemetry systems currently
operated by the utilities) may well be considered optimal by users, spectrum
sharing on a managed basis with other critical users (such as public safety
or defence) may also be an option, as would reaching an agreement with
one or more public networks to guarantee the required grade of service.
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Group 7: Wide band. Wideband M2M applications typically require
transmission of video or other multimedia content and in that respect are
more analogous to other types of mobile data traffic. As the number of
transactions and connections is generally small in relation to the volume of
data generated, these applications are likely to be well suited to
transmission over public mobile broadband networks, whether LTE (for wide
area), Wi-Fi (for local / metropolitan area) or a mix of the two. For
professional CCTV applications, private licensed spectrum may be
preferred; for example we note that a number of local authorities are using
22

licensed microwave links for this purpose .


Group 8: Satellite. Satellite communication is likely to be required by only
a small number of specialist applications that require remote or offshore
coverage. The required bandwidths are generally modest and such
applications are likely to use existing fixed or mobile satellite networks, such
as Inmarsat, Iridium or Globalstar.

5.5

Approach to undertaking the grouping analysis
Having defined the application characteristics that favour particular groupings,
applications were first scored in terms of their suitability for local area, wide area or
satellite platforms, on a scale of 0 to 5 depending on how many of the application
characteristics were identified as favouring a particular range category. The
applications were then further divided into narrow band and broad band categories,
based on the required data rate and duty cycle. For the purposes of our analysis we
considered narrow band applications to be those all of those that have a required bit
rate of 16 kbps or less, plus those that have a required bit rate of up to 144 kbps but
have a duty cycle during active transmissions of 10% or less. Finally, applications
were further subdivided by QoS, based on whether the combined requirement for
security, criticality, delay and error sensitivity was considered to be high, medium or
low.

22

See ”Frequency Band Review for Fixed Wireless Service”, Report for Ofcom by Aegis, Ovum and dB

Spectrum, November 2011
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6 RESULTS OF GROUPING ANALYSIS
6.1

Distribution of applications and traffic in terms of local and wide
area connectivity
In our analysis we have placed each application in a single specific category in
terms of the bandwidth and quality of service (QoS) required. Although a degree of
judgement is required about which category to choose, applications are generally
capable of being identified as having high or low bandwidth and high, medium or low
QoS requirements. However, with regard to range many applications cannot be
exclusively identified with one or other category, because they can be served by
either short range or long range technology depending on the individual
circumstances. This is analogous to mobile data more generally, where data can be
carried either over a cellular network (wide area) or offloaded to Wi-Fi network (local
area) where the latter is available.
The figure below shows the distribution of applications between the wide and local
area categories, in terms of the number of applications, connections, transactions
and volume of data. It can be seen that in terms of the number of applications or
connections (devices), a small majority fit into both the local and wide area
categories, that is to say they could be served either by a wide area technology
such as cellular, or a local area / short range technology such as Wi-Fi or ZigBee. In
practice many applications may be served by a mix of the two, as in the cellular /
Wi-Fi offload analogy referred to above. However, when the total data volume and
number of data transactions are considered, only a minority of applications fall into
this category. The reason for this is that these two metrics tend to be dominated by
different applications.
For example public CCTV accounts for over 46% of total data volume but less than
0.1% of data transactions, and can be served by either a wide area or local area
technology. Electricity smart meters on the other hand account for almost 30% of
data transactions but only 5% of data volumes, and because they cannot rely on the
local electricity supply require wide area connectivity. Manufacturing and
processing monitoring and control also accounts for a high proportion of
transactions (15%) and a low percentage of data volume (2.6%), but requires
exclusively on-site local area connectivity. Hence CCTV pushes more of the total
data volume into the “local or wide” area category, whilst manufacturing and smart
meters push more transactions into the exclusively local or wide area categories.
Interestingly the proportion falling into the satellite category is lower for all three
volume metrics than the proportion of applications falling into this category,
indicating a generally low volume of M2M traffic for applications requiring satellite
connectivity.
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Figure 6-1 Distribution of M2M applications across local area, wide area and
satellite connectivity categories

6.2

Distribution of Applications across the eight defined groupings
In the following sections we briefly highlight the main applications that fall into each
of the eight groupings.

6.2.1

Group 1 (Narrow Band, Low QoS, Local Area
20 applications fall into this group, the largest in terms of connections being the
following:
Fridges & Freezers
Fitness/training Monitoring
Washers & dryers
Consumer RFID
Dishwashers
Fitness eqpmnt-other
Vending machines
Photocopiers and printers
Cookers
Home weather stns
0
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4

6

8

10

12

Millions of Connections

Not surprisingly the list is dominated by consumer applications such as white goods
and fitness equipment, though office equipment and vending machines are also
significant. White good M2M connections are primarily associated with energy
efficiency, e.g. remotely switching devices on or off depending on the current
loading on the distribution network. Fridges and freezers have a greater impact
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than other white goods as they operate on a continuous rather than occasional
basis, hence are more likely to lend themselves to this sort of external control.
6.2.2

Group 2 (Narrow Band, Low QoS, Wide Area)
16 applications fall into this category, the largest being:

Note that street lighting control is a significant application in this group. Note also
that some applications appear in both groups 1 and 2 since they can be served by
either local area or wide area technologies (see section 6.1).
6.2.3

Group 3 (Narrow Band, Medium QoS, Local Area):
57 applications fall into this category, the largest being relating to building
automation and smart gas meters. Congestion charging and road toll devices also
account for a significant proportion, as do personal health related applications like
weight monitoring.:

54
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Group 4 (Narrow Band, Medium QoS, Wide Area):
58 applications fall into this category, the largest again being relating to building
automation and smart utility meters. Note that whilst gas meters appear in both
groups 3 and 4, electricity meters are only in group 4 as they are required to work in
the event of a power failure and cannot therefore require on home local area
networks.

6.2.5

Group 5 (Narrow Band, High QoS, Local Area):
15 applications fall into this category, which cover a variety of sectors where either
safety or security is particularly important. .

6.2.6

Group 6: (Narrow Band, High QoS, Wide Area):
17 applications fall into this category, again focussing on of sectors where either
safety or security is particularly important. .
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Group 7: Wide band.
16 applications fall into this category, which is very much dominated by CCTV
(public or private) and consumer products, notably video glasses which are
expected to grow in popularity over the period. Note however that CCTV (public
and private) very much dominate in this category.

6.2.8

Group 8: Satellite.
We have identified 25 applications that could be served by satellite, however this is
potentially misleading in that many of these applications could also (and in reality
are more likely to be) served by terrestrial networks. Only five applications were
identified which were expected to rely exclusively on satellite, namely Deepwater
Fishing, Cargo aircraft, Fleet management at sea, Pipelines and Public transport –
Air. Of these pipelines has the largest number of connections.
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Projected distribution of M2M traffic by grouping
We have modelled how the projected volumes of M2M connections, data
transactions and data traffic might be distributed across the eight groupings, using
the market projections generated by Machina. Three approaches have been taken
in order to generate a range of estimated values. The first approach apportions the
projected volumes across the categories in proportion to the scorings identified for
each application against each grouping and uses the base market projections (i.e.
ignoring the scenarios). This is assumed to be the mid-range or base estimate.
The second approach uses projections from the maximum market growth scenario
and assumes that where an application fits into more than one grouping, all of the
traffic associated with that application is allocated in full to each of the relevant
groupings – this provides a worst case estimate of the likely demand for a particular
grouping. Finally we use projections based on the minimum market growth scenario
and consider only those applications which fit into only a single grouping. This
provides an estimate of the minimum demand expected in each grouping.
What is immediately apparent is that a sizeable proportion of the narrow band
connections and data transactions fall into the medium quality of service category.
This is largely a reflection of the M2M market itself, which is largely accounted for by
applications in sectors such as automotive, manufacturing, smart metering and
building automation, which whilst not being mission critical in the life or death terms
nevertheless may have significant financial or public policy implications should they
not work in the required way. For example, failure of road toll or congestion
charging devices to work properly could lead to traffic congestion or users facing
penalties for non-payment. Smart metering is an important element of the
Government’s policy on energy efficiency and must work reliably to meet the goals
that have been set.
Most of the data volume is generated by the wide band group, which is dominiated
by data-intensive applications like CCTV.
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Figure 6-2 Distribution of Connections by grouping

Figure 6-3 Distribution of Transactions by grouping

Figure 6-4 Distribution of Data volumes by grouping

6.4

Impact of Scenarios on projected M2M traffic
In the following sections we show the projected impact of the four market scenarios
described in section 2.5 on the total number of connections, data transactions and
data volumes, both for the market as a whole and for each of the eight spectrum
groupings.
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Impact of scenarios on projected traffic across the whole market
Figure 6-5 Impact of scenarios on total connections

Figure 6-6 Impact of scenarios on daily volume of data transactions

Figure 6-7 Impact of scenarios on total annual data volume
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Note that the impact on the number of connections and volume of data transactions
is broadly similar, with volume being more dependent by the demand level than by
supply constraints, whereas for data volume the distinction between demand and
supply constraint is less marked. This is because total data volume is largely driven
by CCTV, which is more likely to be affected by a lack of transmission capacity than
other less data-hungry M2M applications.
6.4.2

Impact of scenarios on M2M traffic in spectrum groupings
The following figures compare the projected connections, data transactions and
data volumes in each of the eight grouping under the four market development
scenarios, assuming traffic is distributed between applications in line with the base
case described in section 6.3.
Figure 6-8 Impact of scenarios on numbers of connections

As discussed in section 2.5.5.2, constrained demand has a significantly greater
impact on the projected number of connections than constrained supply and this
applies across all the groupings. This is also the case with the volume of
transactions. However, in the case of data volume we can see that in the wideband
category constrained supply appears to have a larger impact than constrained
demand. This is a consequence of the dominance of this category by public CCTV
systems, where demand is less likely to vary significantly (as largely determined by
public policy decisions) but (as noted above) supply is less certain due to the large
bandwidth required and potential reliance on third party network suppliers.
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Figure 6-9 Impact of scenarios on volume of data transactions

Figure 6-10 Impact of scenarios on total data volume

6.5

Dominant applications in terms of traffic volume
In the charts overleaf, we highlight the specific M2M applications that dominate, in
terms of the number of connected devices and the volume of data connections.
Note the numbers to the right of the data bars indicates the grouping(s) into which
the application falls.
Note that whilst residential HVAC controls dominate the number of connections, the
number of transactions generated per connection is relatively small so this
application appears lower in the rankings for data transactions. Manufacturing and
processing monitoring and control accounts for a relatively small number of
connections, but has a high volume of data transactions per connection, so features
prominently in the transaction chart. Electricity smart meters rank highly in both
charts, having both a large number of connections (over 30 million) and frequent
data transactions.
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It is also interesting to compare the impact of the market scenarios on these three
applications. Both manufacturing and processing and residential HVAC show a
significant increase in volume under the maximum growth scenario compared to the
base case, as demand for these applications is less certain than in the case of
smart meters, which are subject to the DECC 2020 rollout mandate.
Figure 6-11: Dominant applications in terms of connection numbers

Figure 6-12: Dominant applications in terms of number of daily data
transactions
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Implications for radio spectrum of M2M market and technology
evolution

6.6.1
6.6.1.1

Impact on cellular networks and related spectrum demand
How big is M2M traffic in relation to total mobile data traffic?
Our analysis indicates that, depending on the assumed market data scenario, the
projected total volume of M2M data traffic in the UK in 2022 will be in the range 20
to 65 petabytes per year. By comparison recent forecasts for total mobile data
traffic in licensed spectrum

23

range between 3,600 and 24,000 petabytes per year,

suggesting M2M traffic is unlikely to account for more than 1 – 2 % of total cellular
network traffic, even if the bulk of the traffic was to be carried in this way. It should
also be noted that of the total M2M traffic, approximately two thirds is generated by
wideband applications like CCTV
Where M2M is likely to have a more significant impact is in relation to the number of
connections and the number of data transactions generated. Depending on the
market scenario, the number of connections is expected to be in the range 170 –
530 million, roughly equivalent to a market penetration per capita of between 250
and 750 per cent. The number of data transactions per day is expected to be in the
range 1 – 3 billion.
To put this into context, the number of SMS messages carried by the UK networks
(which have similar data characteristics to many M2M transactions) peaked in 2011
at 152 billion, equivalent to 400 million per day. However SMS has overtaken by
instant messaging over mobile networks using apps such as WhatsApp, which are
expected to account for over 800 million transactions per day in 2014, approximately
24

double the volume over the previous year . Assuming the volume continues to
grow, the number of instant messages carried over mobile networks is likely to be
similar or (more likely) higher than the number of M2M transactions. Hence cellular
networks will need to be geared up to carry large numbers of small data
transactions regardless of the demand from M2M applications, though the latter
could significantly increase the overall volume carried.
6.6.1.2

Implications of the cellular technology used
Most M2M applications currently use GPRS, which currently provides lower cost,
better coverage and lower power consumption than 3G or 4G options. However,
GPRS is relatively inefficient in terms of spectrum efficiency (throughput in bps per

23

Source: “Future demand for mobile broadband spectrum and consideration of potential candidate

bands (WRC-15 Agenda item 1.1)”, Ofcom call for inputs, March 2013, Figure A5.1
24

Source: Deloitte's annual technology predictions report, 2014
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Hz of radio spectrum) and the time taken to initiate and release a data connection.
Having a relatively low data volume but high numbers of transactions means that
the latter is more likely to be an issue if reliance on GPRS continues in the longer
term.
For example, the time taken to transmit a data package of 1 kilobyte over a GPRS
network is approximately 150 msec, but the total transaction time including the
setup and release of the connection is likely to be of the order of 2 seconds, and it
will be this that limits the capacity of GPRS networks to support M2M traffic rather
than the volume of data generated. For example, we estimate that approximately
4,000 tri-sectored sites would be sufficient to provide 99% population coverage
across the UK using the 900 MHz GPRS band (there are currently many more than
this, but that is driven by capacity rather than coverage). A single GPRS carrier per
sector would provide 56 kbps, equivalent to a daily capacity of approximately 600
MB.
For an application like smart meters generating a 1 kB data package every 15
minutes (i.e. 96 kB per day), this would be sufficient to accommodate over 6,000
devices per base station in data volume terms, or 75 million across the entire
network – more than enough to meet the needs of the entire user base. However, if
the connection setup and release time is factored in, allowing two seconds per data
transaction means that each site sector could accommodate only 450 devices
(assuming 15 minutes between transactions and that each devices requires access
to all the available GPRS capacity during the connection). This would equate to 5.4
million across the UK, which means that as many as 7 carriers per sector could be
required to meet the projected UK user base of 35 million. The impact on spectrum
demand could be significant - each carrier per site requires 2 x 2.4 MHz based on
typical frequency re-use assumptions.
3G HSPA networks offer much improved spectrum efficiency but little improvement
in connection set-up time, which is still in the order of 1 – 2 seconds. 4G LTE
should provide a big improvement – the all IP architecture should result in
connections times as low as 50 msec, reducing the overall impact of high
25

transaction volume applications by an order of magnitude or more . In the long
term it is likely that migration to LTE will be essential if a substantial proportion of
M2M traffic is to continue to be supported over cellular networks without significantly
compromising spectrum efficiency and capacity to carry other traffic.
6.6.2

Implications of Low Power Wide Area M2M deployments
In section 4.3.2 we discussed a number of potential technical innovations that might
enable wide area M2M applications to be supported using dedicated low power
technologies that are optimised for carrying low data rates but high transaction
volumes. The technologies differ considerably, some using spread spectrum,
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HSPA and LTE connection times sourced from Motorola white paper “Realistic LTE Performance -

From Peak Rate to Subscriber Experience”,
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others narrow band carriers and this will of course influence the choice of spectrum.
Given that most M2M applications fall into the medium quality of service category
and that such low power wide area technologies inherently require a relatively low
noise, low interference environment to work optimally, they are unlikely to coexist
well in licence exempt bands unless there are specific measures to limit the
potential for interference from other systems operating in the same band.
The simplest of these is to restrict the duty cycle; the addition of “politeness”
protocols like listen-before talk and adaptive frequency agility can also help but may
not always be effective due to the “hidden node” problem, where an interfering
device is visible to the victim receiver but cannot detect the associated transmitter.
The recent European initiative to open up the 870 – 875.6 MHz band for potential
wide area use, either on a licence exempt or licensed basis is likely to be attractive
for deployment of such systems.
Providing interference mitigation techniques (duty cycle limits, LBT or AFA) are
mandated such networks should not require exclusive spectrum access, however it
may be appropriate to apply some form of individual licensing or registration to
maintain awareness of the number of deployments and potentially facilitate coordination between network operators to minimise further the risk of interference.
Other bands that may be of interest to these technologies (particularly Weightless
which is capable of higher bit rates) include 169 MHz, 450-470 MHz, the TV “white
space” frequencies and in potentially the duplex gap between the base station and
26

mobile transmit sub-bands in the proposed 700 MHz cellular band .

169 MHz

has limited bandwidth and would require relatively large antennas, but could be
attractive for applications where deep indoor coverage from outdoor transmitters is
required (this could include smart meters, for example). 450-470 MHz in the UK
does not currently conform to the harmonised European (CEPT) band plan, which is
likely to limit M2M deployment to existing utility (scanning telemetry) use and
potential small scale private deployments using business radio frequencies. Were
the band to be aligned with the CEPT plan in the future, this would provide an
opportunity to deploy CDMA or LTE, either of which may be attractive to the utilities
for deployment of smart grids.

Wider use of M2M in the band (e.g. for automotive,

consumer or healthcare applications) seems unlikely because the international and
cost-driven nature of these applications means they are likely to be served by
existing cellular networks. Although coverage is sometimes cited as an advantage
in this band, it would still be very expensive to provide national coverage in excess
of the existing 900 MHz networks – for example the current 400 MHz public safety
TETRA network requires almost 4,000 base stations to provide national coverage.

26

Sometimes referred to as the “second digital dividend” – note however that various other proposals for

use of this spectrum are currently under consideration.
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Implications for existing licence exempt bands
In our view the growing demand for M2M communication is unlikely to have a
significant impact on existing licence exempt bands, particularly when the recently
identified additional bands above 870 MHz and 915 MHz are taken into account.
This is because of the relatively low duty cycles and data volumes generated by
short range M2M devices and the fact that most such applications are deployed in
indoor locations where there is substantial radio screening. One possible exception
to this is large alarm systems, which are increasingly required to transmit regular
data for maintenance and testing purposes. However, as we observed in section
4.3.1.7, this is being addressed within CEPT by the likely allocation of further
spectrum around 876 and 915 MHz to support low duty cycle, low latency systems
like alarms.

6.7

Other potential issues
Although our focus was on implications for radio spectrum, a number of other
potential issues have also been identified during the course of the study. For
example, in a presentation to an OECD event in 2011, Ericsson raised the following
potential issues that may require regulatory attention in the future:


Seamless access by M2M devices to home gateways



Data protection may be an issue for some M2M applications, for example
smart metering data could be used to work out when premises are
unoccupied and data collected by insurance companies or public bodies
could be put to use beyond its original purpose or made available to third
parties.



IP addresses are a potential issue – IP4 addresses are increasingly scarce
and relatively expensive to acquire (Ericsson estimated USD10 per
address). IP6 is however now making good inroads into some market
sectors, such as utility smart grids and metering.



Telephone numbering resources could be an issue as 2G and 3G
connections require a number to be allocated. Our analysis indicates that in
the highest growth scenario there could be as many as 250 million wide
area M2M connections by 2022, all of which could potentially be served by
2G or 3G cellular networks (though by then we would expect the majority to
have migrated to LTE). There is also an issue in terms of how large M2M
users might acquire their own numbers. There is however not expected to
be any potential shortage of IMSI numbers.
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7 CONCLUSIONS
Our analysis has shown that M2M applications can be segmented both
conventionally (in terms of market sectors) and in terms of their spectrum related
characteristics (notably range, bandwidth and required quality of service). We have
identified eight principal groupings that can be used for the latter, as illustrated in
Figure 5-3. A sizeable majority of projected M2M traffic is projected to fall within two
of these groupings, representing narrow band, medium quality of service
applications that require access to either local area (group 3) or wide area (group 4)
connectivity.
Group 3 applications should be able to operate in existing licence exempt bands but
are more likely to favour bands such as 868 MHz, where the standards incorporate
interference mitigation mechanisms such as duty cycle limitations or listen-beforetalk requirements to improve the QoS.
Group 4 applications could use existing public networks but if so are more likely to
require special protocols or network service agreements to ensure the required
grade of service can be met. They are also more likely to be candidates to use
dedicated wide area M2M networks where these are available and may be potential
users of shared spectrum in the future, which could for example include licence
exempt or light licensed wireless mesh networks, perhaps operating in the 870 –
875.6 MHz band recently identified by CEPT. Where public networks are used,
there may be concerns about reliance on a single provider, in which case solutions
such as roaming SIMs or remotely reconfigurable SIM solutions may be attractive
(see section 4.3.2.1).
As many as 26 million connections may fall into the narrow band, wide area, high
QoS grouping (group 6) and are likely to be the most demanding applications in
spectrum terms as the combination of wide area coverage and a high QoS
requirement is likely to make users wary of solutions that could suffer interference or
network congestion. Whist a private network solution (such as the telemetry
systems currently operated by the utilities) may well be considered optimal by users,
spectrum sharing on a managed basis with other critical users (such as public safety
or defence) may also be an option, as would reaching an agreement with one or
more public networks to guarantee the required grade of service. Major applications
falling into this category (with over 1 million connections) include children tracking,
fire alarms and heart disease monitoring, although the latter two could also be
served by local area connections in many instances.
In terms of projected future spectrum demand, we would expect existing and
planned future spectrum allocations for cellular networks and licence exempt short
range devices to continue to play a significant role in meeting M2M needs. In this
context, the timely availability of low cost, M2M-oriented 4G mobile (LTE) devices
will be important as the projected high volume of transactions and associated
transmission overheads may make longer term reliance on existing 2G (GPRS)
networks unsustainable.
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New types of dedicated wide area M2M networks could also play a material role,
complementing and, in some instances, competing with established cellular and
licence exempt SRD solutions. We have assumed that the recently identified licence
exempt bands at 870 – 876 MHz and 915 – 921 MHz will be fully implemented by
regulators and widely adopted by device vendors. The lower band could be used
for deployment of dedicated wide area M2M networks, e.g. using wireless mesh
technology or one of the emerging low power wide area technologies such as
Weightless or Sigfox. There may also be scope for deployment of a dedicated
network to meet the particular needs of the utilities in the 450-470 MHz, but this
would require prior re-planning of the band.
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ANNEX: M2M APPLICATIONS AND SECTOR
Our analysis divides the M2M market into 12 broad segments, each of which is
further subdivided into a total of 58 application groups and 218 individual application
categories. These are summarised below:

A.1

A.2

Agriculture and Environment Sector (4 groups, 8 applications)


Environmental Monitoring



Fishing: coastal; deep water; fish farming



Land agriculture agricultural equipment; crop management; livestock
management



New energy sources

Automotive sector (1 group, 10 applications)
 emergency/ eCall; entertainment and Internet access; insurance; lease,
rental, HP and share car management; manufacturer data; navigation;
security and tracking; vehicle platform; vehicle recovery/ roadside assistance;
voice

A.3

A.4

Construction sector (3 groups, 5 applications)


Equipment Monitoring: inventory management and usage monitoring



On site visualisation: architect plans; augmented reality video glasses



Site monitoring: alarms; closed circuit television

Consumer Electronics (8 groups, 29 applications)


Audio-Visual Displays: projectors; screens; televisions



Audio Visual Sources: audio sources; AV controls; fixed gaming consoles;
high end audio / video; video sources



Household Information Devices: distributed screens; Internet devices;
photo frames; RFID tagging devices



Network Equipment: network attached storage; printing and scanning;
VOIP phones; webcams



Other: fitness equipment; home weather stations



Personal Multimedia: cameras; mobile gaming consoles; music players;
video glasses; video players



Tracking Applications: children; pets



White Goods: cooking equipment; dishwashers; fridges, freezers and
fridge-freezers; washers, dryers and washer-dryers
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Emergency Services and National Security sector (3 groups, 12
applications)


Defence: personnel; infrastructure and equipment; smart weapons



Emergency Services: emergency medical services; fire service; fire engine
devices; police



National Security: border control; prisons; prison guards; security guards;
venue management

Health Care sector (8 groups, 18 applications)


Assisted Living: alarms and living solutions; comprehensive living
solutions; connected medicine dispensers; people tracking devices; semiclinical environments



Clinical Remote Monitoring: coronary heart disease monitoring; diabetes
monitoring



Clinical Trials: clinical trial monitoring



Connected Medical Environments: hospital tracking, manufacturer
tracking



First Responder Connectivity: ambulance based solutions; nonambulance solutions



Telemedicine: fixed location telemedicine; mobile telemedicine



Worried Well - Personal Monitoring: fitness/ training monitoring; weight
management



Worried Well - Remote Monitoring: Multi device solutions; Multi-function
single-device solutions

Intelligent Buildings (4 groups, 70 applications)


Microgeneration: residential cogeneration; business cogeneration;
residential ground source; business ground source; residential solar;
business solar; residential wind; business wind



Security: alarms (residential, business, hotels, education, health and
others); access control (residential, business, hotels, education, health and
others); CCTV (residential, business, hotels, education, health and others);
fire alarms (residential, business, hotels, education, health and others);
intercoms (residential, business, hotels, education, health and others)



Building Automation: control panels and remotes (residential, business,
hotels, education, health and others); controlled devices (residential,
business, hotels, education, health and others); HVAC (residential,
business, hotels, education, health and others); power management HVAC
(residential, business, hotels, education, health and others); other
applications (residential, business, hotels, education, health and others)
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A.9

A.10
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Network Infrastructure: alternative technologies (residential and
business); modems, routers & femtocells (residential and business); smart
switches and wireless range extender (residential and business)

Manufacturing and Supply Chain sector (5 groups, 14
applications)


Extraction: coal; oil and gas; minerals



Manufacturing/ processing: remote diagnostics and maintenance;
monitoring and control



Transport & Distribution: asset tracking and monitoring (containers etc.);
fleet management – road, rail, sea; pipelines; cargo aircraft



Vending machines



Warehousing / storage: inventory management; monitoring

Retail and Leisure sector (4 groups, 19 applications)


Access Control: premises & locations; amusement parks; goods;
monitoring; sports monitoring



Consumer Applications: AV equipment (hotel and non-hotel); fitness
equipment; fridges, freezers, cooking equipment, dishwashers; washers,
dryers and washer-dryers



Goods Monitoring and Payment: cash registers; goods monitoring; NFC
terminals; pay stations; retail POS



Sector Specific Applications: ATMs; gaming machines and video games;
hospitality; retail information devices (consumer, staff)

Smart Cities & Transport sector (4 groups, 20 applications)


Environment and public safety: alarms and monitors; CCTV (environment
and public safety); culture/tourism; intercoms; street lighting



Public space advertising: public transport advertising; static advertising



Public transport: air; rail; road (bus/tram); ship; ticket machines and
passenger information



Traffic management: congestion charging / road tolls infrastructure;
connected road signs (including variable speed limits and variable lanes);
enforcement cameras (speed, car pool lane, bus lane, etc.); in-vehicle
congestion/toll devices; parking payment; parking space management;
traffic lights; traffic volume monitoring

Smart Enterprise Management sector (2 groups, 6 applications)


Office Equipment: displays; fax; franking machines; photocopiers and
printers; servers and storage



Specialist equipment
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Utilities (3 groups, 7 applications)


Electric vehicle charging



Smart Metering: electricity, gas, water



Transport & Distribution Management: electricity, gas, water
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